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ABSTRACT 

The studies reported here suggest that elaborative encoding of a well-learned 

mnemonic structure facilitates effective retrieval by reducing demand for controlled 

attention.  The literature provides conflicting support for how elaborative encoding will 

influence controlled attention demand at retrieval.  Some research indicates that attention 

demand increases with elaboration level; other studies suggest that elaborative encodings 

can be retrieved with minimal demand for controlled resources.  To investigate this issue, 

one group was trained to use mnemonic structures and a control group to make anagram 

solutions and pleasantness ratings.  The mnemonic group recalled significantly more 

words than controls under both full and divided attention when the mnemonic structure 

was practiced.  The mnemonic group also recognized more words when attention was 

divided, and was generally faster, although the RT difference was significant only for 

correct rejections.  Dividing attention still significantly reduced RT and accuracy on the 

continuous reaction time secondary task. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The research discussed in this paper investigated whether complex long-term 

memory structures developed by average adults during learning influenced attention use 

at retrieval. Studies on mnemonics, automaticity, expertise, and the attention demands of 

retrieval suggest that multiple variables influence attention use during retrieval.  In some 

instances two of these variables, practice and the development of long-term memory 

structures, appear to reduce demand for controlled processing.  I decided to test this 

possibility in a series of studies using the Pegword mnemonic (Miller, Galanter, & 

Pribram, 1960). 

 The principle underlying the effectiveness of mnemonics (Bellezza, 1996; Bower, 

1970, 1972) and skilled memory (Chase & Ericsson, 1982; Ericsson & Kintsch, 1995) is 

that elaboratively encoded long-term memory structures underlie the efficient storage and 

retrieval of task-relevant information.  In the case of skilled performance, highly 

developed retrieval cues and semantic memory structures are hypothesized to be the basis 

of the rapid, fluent encoding and retrieval that underlies execution of a skill.  There is 

scant evidence for how developing this type of structure influences attention use at 

retrieval.  Learning may influence the demand for controlled attention for another reason, 

as well.  Logan and Klapp (1991) have reported that some tasks or task components may 

become automatic through learning, and thus require less controlled attention at retrieval. 

The assumption that deep, elaborative encoding facilitates later retrieval is 

consistent with the predictions of levels of processing (Craik & Lockhart, 1972).  That 

recapitulating the conditions of encoding at retrieval through effective retrieval cues 

enables effective retrieval is consistent with the predictions of encoding specificity 

(Tulving & Thompson, 1973), and transfer appropriate processing (Morris, Bransford, 

and Franks, 1977). The imagery and word associations used by the mnemonic group in 

this experiment represents a greater degree of encoding elaboration than the pleasantness 

ratings and anagram solutions made by the controls.  The more associations that are 
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encoded with an item—the deeper its level of processing, the greater the level of 

elaboration. 

There is an extensive literature supporting the prediction that participants who 

employ mnemonics will have better recall under full attention than controls who have 

used less elaboration (see Bellezza, 1996, for a discussion of mnemonic techniques and 

research).  How mnemonic elaboration will affect retrieval accuracy and latency when 

controlled attention is shared with a concurrent task is unclear based on the literature. 

Research on attention use at retrieval, including the effect of variables such as 

processing level, suggests a complex and inconsistent pattern of results. There is 

evidence to support opposing predictions for the effects of mnemonic use on attention.  

Some studies suggest that elaboratively processed information can be accurately retrieved 

even when controlled attentional resources are reduced by a secondary task (Craik, 2001; 

Hatano, Miyake, & Binks, 1977; Naveh-Benjamin, Craik, Perretta, et al., 2000; Robbins 

et al., 1996), while other evidence suggests that elaboratively encoded items are much 

harder to retrieve because they place higher demand on controlled attention (Hicks & 

Marsh, 2000; Jacoby, 1991).   

There is general agreement that high demand for controlled attention results in 

impaired retrieval performance.  Research evidence is less clear on how skill 

development influences attention use during retrieval by reducing demand for controlled 

resources through the development of long-term memory structures and automaticity.  

The next section discusses several factors that interact to influence attention during 

retrieval from a mnemonic structure.  

Variables Influencing Attention Use At Retrieval 

This section considers some of the complex factors that may interact to produce 

the variable results found for attention use at retrieval.  The effects of manipulating 

different levels of encoding elaboration on attention demand at retrieval are of central 

concern in the studies discussed here.  The amount of elaboration individuals use when 

encoding study items may be a key modulator of attention demand, but the attention 

requirements of retrieval are also significantly influenced by task characteristics--the 

amount of automatic and controlled processing needed to accomplish the experimental 
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tasks.  Performance effectiveness is determined by how successfully participants meet 

task demands with limited attentional resources.  

The use of a deeply processed mnemonic may influence the amount of controlled 

attention required at retrieval, so the discussion first addresses the attentional effects of 

encoding elaboration, then considers how demand for controlled attention influences 

retrieval performance. 

Effect of Encoding Elaboration 

Research on attention use at retrieval by Baddeley, Craik, Naveh-Benjamin, and 

their colleagues (Baddeley, Lewis, Eldridge, & Thomson, 1984; Craik, Govoni, Naveh-

Benjamin, & Anderson, 1996; Naveh-Benjamin, Craik, Gavrilescu, & Anderson, 2000; 

Naveh-Benjamin, Craik, Guez, & Dori, 1998; Naveh-Benjamin, Craik, Perretta, & 

Tonev, 2000; Troyer & Craik, 2000; Troyer, Winocur, Craik, & Moscovitch, 1999; see 

Craik, 2001, for a discussion of this literature) suggests that there is a complex and 

inconsistent pattern of results for attention use at retrieval across processing levels.  

Memory accuracy often shows comparatively small, inconsistent reductions when 

attention is divided, though processing, especially on the secondary task, can be 

significantly slowed (Baddeley et al., 1984).  

Retrieval of stimuli that presumably involve a low level of encoding elaboration, 

such as word lists and word pairs, show variable results. Craik et al. (1996) reported a 

small but significant memory cost by dividing attention, a drop of 12 percentage points 

from the proportion of the list recalled under full attention during free recall (averaged 

across two experiments, Craik, 2001), and a drop of 9 percentage points during cued 

recall.  There was also a substantial increase in latency on a secondary continuous 

reaction time (CRT) task during free recall and smaller, though significant, increases 

during cued recall and recognition. Based on these results, Naveh-Benjamin et al. (1998) 

were surprised to find that dividing attention during free and cued recall left memory 

performance unimpaired for words and word pairs.  Increasing task demand by 

manipulating word frequency and the voice used for list presentation did not influence 

memory retrieval under divided attention. However, there were significant divided 

attention costs on a secondary CRT task. 
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Evidence for the effects of elaboratively encoding information on attention 

demand at retrieval, like the results found for words and word pairs, shows variable 

results. In some studies, retrieval of even elaboratively encoded items apparently made 

surprisingly low demand on attentional resources, while in other cases retrieval of 

material such as source information and anagram solutions placed substantial demand on 

controlled attention.   

Jacoby (1991) and Hicks and Marsh (2000) have found that recognition of deeply 

encoded items such as anagram solutions can be significantly impaired by dividing 

attention at retrieval.  Hicks and Marsh reported a .09 - .13 proportional drop in 

recognition accuracy compared to full attention controls when they combined strictly 

paced, attentionally demanding secondary tasks such as random letter generation and 

sequential addition with recognition of deeply encoded anagram solutions. Recognition 

of items studied as whole words was not significantly reduced by the secondary task.  

Recognition of words simply read at study was thought to rely on more automatic 

processes, so retrieval made minimal demand on controlled resources. 

Source information may be particularly hard to retrieve when controlled attention 

is divided with a secondary task.  Jacoby, Woloshyn, and Kelley (1989) found that 

participants' ability to remember whether a name had appeared on a study list was quite 

poor, especially when dividing attention at either encoding or retrieval made participants 

unable to engage in controlled recollection of details, such as whether words had 

appeared on the study list.   

Troyer and Craik (2000) also reported that dividing attention impaired recognition 

for items as well as for recall of their intrinsic (color) and extrinsic (order) context. 

Dividing attention made small but significant reductions in the proportion of items 

recognized (scored as hits minus false alarms) (.05), memory for intrinsic context (.10), 

and memory for extrinsic context (.07), compared to full attention. Troyer et al. (1999) 

tested intrinsic source information for voice as well as extrinsic source information for 

spatial location and found the highest memory costs for extrinsic source information, a 

proportional drop of .34 compared to full attention, when tested with a visual reaction 

time task (VRT).  
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Craik (2001) addressed the effect of deep processing at encoding on attention 

demands at retrieval by presenting words either visually or auditorily and having 

participants count syllables or rate words for pleasantness. Subsequent recognition was 

done under full or divided attention.  He found small, unsystematic results for dividing 

attention during unpaced recognition that were consistent with Craik et al. (1996) and 

Baddeley et al. (1984).  In a second experiment, however, he used the process 

dissociation procedure (Jacoby, 1991), and required both source and item judgments 

within a 2 s response deadline.  This time dividing attention at retrieval significantly 

disrupted memory for the words more deeply encoded by pleasantness compared to those 

more shallowly encoded by syllable counting. Craik concluded that dividing attention at 

retrieval does impair performance when making source judgments under time pressure.   

While this evidence of retrieval disruption for deeply processed items suggests 

that using an elaborative mnemonic will impair rather than facilitate retrieval when 

attention is divided, some types of elaboratively encoded stimuli have fared 

comparatively well when attention was disrupted by a secondary task at retrieval.  

Naveh-Benjamin, Craik, Perretta, et al. (2000) reported that only their participants' 

memory for names was disrupted by dividing attention when they were asked to encode 

pictures with names and nouns embedded in sentences. When they tested memory for 

medium or low associate pairs cued by intra-list or extra-list cues, recall was unaffected 

by dividing attention, although the secondary CRT task showed higher latency costs 

when retrieving low associates with extra-list cues.   

There is also limited, though suggestive, evidence that retrieval of skill-related 

information may be possible during certain types of concurrent tasks.  Hatano et al. 

(1977) and Robbins et al. (1996) found that when attention was divided at retrieval, 

skilled abacus calculators and chess players could still execute their skills, though 

performance effectiveness was affected by some secondary task demands. When testing 

golf putting under divided attention, Beilock, Bertenthal, McCoy, and Carr (in press) 

reported that experts’ performance under divided attention was even slightly more 

accurate than under full attention, although the difference was not significant.  Skill level 

may interact with variables that influence attention at retrieval, making individuals more 

or less resistant to divided attention interference.  Generalizing from expert retrieval of 
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domain specific skills to lab performance based on mnemonics is sustainable only if lab 

participants use mnemonics effectively when encoding and retrieving study words.   

These findings provide conflicting evidence for how encoding elaboration 

influences demand for controlled resources at retrieval, though it is apparent that retrieval 

of some types of elaborately encoded information can be significantly disrupted by 

divided attention and the retrieval process may be slowed.  It is unclear how learning, as 

represented by the development of a mnemonic structure in long-term memory, will 

influence attention use during retrieval. 

Demand for Controlled Processing 

There is persuasive evidence that retrieval will be impaired when concurrent tasks 

make heavy demands on controlled attention (Hicks & Marsh, 2000; Fernandes & 

Moscovitch, 2000, 2002; Moscovitch, 1994; Naveh-Benjamin, Craik, Gavrilescu, et al., 

2000; Naveh-Benjamin & Guez, 2000; Troyer & Craik, 2000).  Free recall requires more 

controlled processing than cued recall, and cued recall requires more controlled 

processing than recognition, as Craik noted in 2001. Secondary tasks that involve 

continuous responses, whether visual-motor or phonological-vocal, place more demand 

on controlled resources than tasks requiring sporadic responses or responses that can be 

largely automated. When both tasks demand a considerable degree of attentional control, 

performance on either or both tasks may suffer. 

 Jacoby's (1991) and Hicks and Marsh's (2000) findings for impaired recognition 

of anagram solutions under divided attention are consistent with the predictions of 

Jacoby's dual process memory theory. The theory predicts that recollection of the details 

of learning, a process that requires controlled attention, and the more automatic process 

of familiarity in which an item is retrieved without any contextual details, both make 

independent contributions to retrieval.  Words can be recognized based on familiarity or 

recollection, or both.  Recollection of deeply processed anagrams is disrupted when 

controlled attentional resources are shared with a concurrent task, but familiarity is not 

disrupted.   

Hicks and Marsh (2000) have suggested that the limited, inconsistent memory 

effects during retrieval under divided attention found by Craik, Naveh-Benjamin, and 

their colleagues are due to insufficient demand for controlled resources, that these 
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memory tasks could be satisfactorily performed using the relatively automatic processes 

of familiarity.  Craik (2001) and Naveh-Benjamin et al. (1998) acknowledged that 

memory performance might suffer when performing complex, multi-faceted retrieval 

involving not only recognition but list source discrimination in a very brief time, as 

required by Jacoby (1991), compared to the simple, traditional free recall and cued recall 

tasks used in their own studies. It is unclear how this criticism would apply to retrieval of 

complex, multi-part stimuli such as those tested by Naveh-Benjamin, Craik, Perretta, et 

al. (2000).  Individuals are unlikely to rely exclusively on familiarity when freely 

recalling complex, multi-part stimuli.   

Even when demand for attentional control is substantial, the effect of dividing 

attention at retrieval is not always predictable.  A recent study by Craik and his 

colleagues (Naveh-Benjamin, Craik, Gavrilescu, et al., 2000) attempted to increase task 

demand by manipulating the amount of attentional control required by either or both of 

the concurrent tasks. They manipulated secondary task demand with CRT tasks which 

required graded levels of decision making, and thus controlled resource use, or making 

multiple key press responses, and found that dividing attention at retrieval did not 

influence memory performance, though it slowed execution of the CRT secondary tasks. 

Questions of attentional allocation are infrequently addressed in the skilled 

memory literature, but findings reported by Robbins, Hatano, and their colleagues 

(Hatano et al., 1977; Robbins et al., 1996) suggest that some level of skilled performance 

is preserved when attentional resources are diverted by a secondary task.  If the long-term 

memory structures underlying skill enable rapid encoding and retrieval of task-relevant 

information, it seems plausible to predict that this result may reduce demand for 

controlled attention.  The work of Logan and his colleagues (Boronat & Logan, 1997; 

Logan & Klapp, 1991) also indicates that learning and practice may result in reduced 

demand for attentional resources at retrieval as the execution of task components 

becomes automated.   

The literature suggests that tasks requiring substantial amounts of controlled 

processing at retrieval will suffer when fewer attentional resources are available. 

Mnemonics use an even deeper level of processing than anagram solutions.  If the 

amount of controlled attention required to retrieve increases with the level of elaborative 
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encoding, then mnemonically encoded items should be even harder to retrieve under 

divided attention than anagram solutions.  Mnemonic use should dramatically impair 

performance under divided attention.  However, if meaningfully encoding items in an 

organized mnemonic structure, and perhaps developing automaticity on part of that 

structure, reduces attention demand at retrieval, then retrieving from the mnemonic may 

be less impaired by dividing attention than anagrams solutions, even if retrieval accuracy 

is significantly lower than under full attention. 

Summary 

There is empirical support for competing predictions about the attentional effects 

of retrieving information that has been elaboratively encoded with an organizational 

mnemonic.  Few of these studies address the effects of practice and skill.  There appears 

to be agreement among Craik, Naveh-Benjamin, and their colleagues that some retrieval 

tasks require substantial use of controlled attention and are therefore likely to be impaired 

under divided attention at retrieval. In this respect, their view is consistent with 

Moscovitch (1994; Fernandes & Moscovitch, 2000, 2002), as well as with Jacoby (1991) 

and Hicks and Marsh (2000).  There is persuasive support for the proposal that retrieval 

is a multi-component process that requires different levels of automatic and controlled 

attention.  Aspects of an elaborate encoding that can only be retrieved with substantial 

commitment of controlled resources are the most likely to suffer when attention is 

divided.  Two theories of controlled processing considered next suggest possible 

explanations for the inconsistent patterns of disruptions in retrieval performance. 

Theories of Controlled Processing At Retrieval 

Moscovitch (1994; Fernandes & Moscovitch, 2000, 2002) and Burgess and 

Shallice (1996) have proposed multi-component models of control processes at retrieval. 

Both models assume variable levels of attentional demand at retrieval, depending on the 

relative amount of controlled and automatic processes required by a given task.  Though 

the Burgess and Shallice model is not an attention model, per se, it specifies multiple 

levels of controlled processing during retrieval.  Moscovitch's model assumes that the 

greater demand for controlled attentional processes supported by the prefrontal cortex, in 

addition to more automatic processes supported by the medial temporal/hippocampal 

complex, the greater the likelihood of retrieval impairment.  If concurrent tasks place too 
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high a demand on processes supported by the prefrontal cortex, performance on either or 

both tasks will suffer.  These theories suggest conditions under which interference is 

likely to occur, but neither explicitly addresses the issue of encoding elaboration and its 

effect on retrieval. 

Having considered variables that may influence attentional demand at retrieval, 

and theories that predict variable levels of automatic and controlled attentional will be 

used during multi-component retrieval processes, I will next discuss the paradigm that 

was used in this research. 

Investigating the Effect of Mnemonics on Attention Demand at Retrieval 

There is mixed evidence for the effects of elaborative encoding on attention at 

retrieval and therefore a limited basis for predicting how learning a mnemonic will affect 

the use of automatic and controlled processes at retrieval.  The studies discussed in this 

paper investigate whether the seemingly effective performance by skilled performers 

under some divided attention conditions generalizes to average adults when they use an 

elaboratively encoded mnemonic.   

Development of an Organizational Mnemonic Structure 

This section explains how development of a mnemonic might influence the use of 

automatic and controlled attentional processes during retrieval.  I chose the 

organizational Pegword mnemonic in the ten peg rhyming sequence described by Miller 

et al. (1960, ex. one is a bun, two is a shoe, three is a tree, etc.) to learn whether this 

elaborative structure would reduce attentional demand so participants could still retrieve 

effectively when attention was divided, as well as facilitating high accuracy under full 

attention. The long-term memory structure developed using this version of the Pegword 

mnemonic with three items per peg mimics the complex retrieval structures associated 

with skilled memory (Chase & Ericsson, 1982; Ericsson & Kintsch, 1995). 

Chase and Ericsson (1982) proposed that the memory structures underlying 

skilled performance, so called retrieval structures, were like the structures of 

organizational mnemonics, such as the Method of Loci.  Mnemonics can provide the 

same kind of effective, meaningfully organized long-term memory structures as schemas, 

though mnemonics and schemas have practical and functional differences (Bellezza, 

1996).  To the extent that participants trained to use the Pegword mnemonic become 
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proficient in its use, the mnemonic may support some of the advantages associated with 

the retrieval structures underlying skilled performance. 

Effects of the mnemonic structure on attention use at retrieval.  The demand for 

controlled attention during retrieval of information encoded with the Pegword mnemonic 

will depend on several factors:  the proficiency of mnemonic use, whether the mnemonic 

structure is automated so the pegs cue one another, if items are encoded with the pegword 

in a unitary encoding so cueing the pegword retrieves the items associated with it, and the 

amount of controlled processing required by the secondary task.  If the mnemonic is well-

learned, it should help participants produce the comparatively robust performance under 

divided attention reported by Hatano et al. (1977) and Robbins et al. (1996).   The 

aggregate amount of controlled attention required at retrieval will depend on secondary 

task demands as well as on how efficiently participants can retrieve from the mnemonic 

structure.  

There are other theoretical explanations of factors that affect attentional demand 

when retrieving from an organizational mnemonic under divided attention besides the 

benefits attributed to retrieval structures.  Logan (Boronat & Logan, 1997; Logan & 

Klapp, 1991) suggested that attentional demands decline as skill increases and 

automaticity develops.  Logan and Klapp found that after repeated practice on 

alphanumeric facts, participants' RTs declined as solution strategies likely shifted from 

multi-step algorithm to direct access, with a consequent reduction in demand for 

controlled attention. Bellezza (1996) compared organizational mnemonics to other long-

term memory structures such as schemas that enhance learning through elaborating 

associative relationships, so once a retrieval cue activates part of the mnemonic or 

schema, it facilitates retrieval of closely related items.   

Two aspects of the Pegword mnemonic are likely to be automated:  the number 

series from 1 - 10 is presumably highly over-learned among college undergraduates, and 

given sufficient practice, so is the rhyming Pegword mnemonic structure. Access to one 

part of the mnemonic should effectively cue other parts of the structure, though not 

necessarily the words encoded with each pegword, unless the triplet words and the 

associated pegword are part of a single integrated encoding.   
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The nature of the encoding between the first, second, and third members of the 

triplets associated with each pegword and the pegword itself should influence the amount 

of controlled processing required to initiate retrieval. If, as Bower (1970; Bower and 

Reitman, 1972) suggested, learning a single item or multiple items together or in close 

succession increases the likelihood of encoding them in a unitary, interactive imaginal 

scheme, then retrieving one part of the triplet should serve as an effective retrieval cue 

for the other triplet items and require limited attentional involvement once retrieval is 

initiated.  Participants' effectiveness in learning to make a distinctive, integrated encoding 

between the pegword and to-be-learned material will be critical in the effective retrieval 

from each peg when attention is divided.  

The relationship among the items on each peg should be influenced by both 

relational and distinctive item associations (Hunt and McDaniel, 1993).  Retrieving the 

pegword cue should reinstate any associative relationships formed between items and 

attributes that were distinctive to each item, or potentially to the unitary imaginal scheme 

used to encode multiple items.  However, distinguishing between list members and 

intrusions from other lists or semantic associates will still require controlled attention.  

Bellezza (1996) has also suggested that the effectiveness of organizational 

mnemonics is based on two types of encoding:  the cues associated with the encoding 

mnemonics that relate list items to each other and to the pegwords, and the cues 

associated with the organizational mnemonic that unite the pegword cues in a coherent 

unitary structure.  Though all participants should have deep processing for individual 

items, only the mnemonic group will have the advantage of relational encodings 

associating items to each other and to a structure of ordered, accessible retrieval cues. 

This meaningful, organized structure may facilitate retrieval access with less demand for 

controlled attentional search. 

A participant may encode items on each peg as an integrated unit, have over-

learned the Pegword mnemonic, and still require source memory for localization 

information if they lose their place in the Pegword series while retrieving from one of the 

pegs. Retrieving extra-item information about list order could impair memory when 

attention is divided because of increased demand for controlled processing during 
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attentional search.  This kind of source retrieval is likely to be a controlled rather than a 

more automatic, heuristic process (Johnson, Hashtroudi, & Lindsay, 1993).  

The serial order of triplets in a mnemonic structure and the items encoded within 

them can be effectively retrieved under full attention.  DeBeni and Cornoldi (1985) 

investigated within triplet and between triplet associations among learned items using 

triplets with the Method of Loci.  When scored for within triplet accuracy as well as for 

between triplet accuracy, the mnemonic group remembered more entire triplets in correct 

between and within triplet order than the controls.  

Figure 1 shows a schematic of the mnemonic structure which illustrates the four 

points at which elements of the structure are linked.  These relational links should 

facilitate self-cueing during free recall, especially under full attention.  When controlled 

resources are shared with a secondary task, these links in the structure may become 

particularly susceptible to retrieval failure:  1) between the pegs in the organizational 

mnemonic; 2) between the number of each peg and the pegword associated with it; 3) 

between the pegword and the triplet items associated with it; and 4) among the triplet 

items themselves.   

If the organizational mnemonic becomes well learned, no disruption is expected 

in recalling the pegword series, though participants may sometimes lose their place in the 

series and have to re-cue after retrieving a triplet.  If the pegwords and list words become 

part of a unitary encoding, cueing the pegword should access the triplet associated with 

it. If some triplet items are more effectively associated with the pegword than other 

items, they would be more likely to be retrieved than less effectively associated items.  If 

the pegword is not effectively encoded with the triplet items, participants would 

remember the pegword but not the triplet associated with it, or the triplet out of sequence 

with the correct pegword.  Mnemonic group retrieval is expected to preserve triplet 

formation, though not necessarily exact serial order within and between triplets, unless all 

components of the triplet structure are well-learned. 

Experiments 

I will investigate the effect of mnemonic use on attention demand at retrieval with 

three studies.  The first is a free recall paradigm which examines the central question of 

whether--and how--developing an elaborate mnemonic structure in long-term memory 
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influences attention use at retrieval under full and divided attention.  I have chosen a 

continuous visual-motor secondary task for the first two experiments, which both use free 

recall.  The task is an alphabetical letter adaptation of Craik's (1982) odd digit task.  

Mnemonic participants will be trained to construct progressive images that associate 

multiple words with a single peg (Bower, 1970, 1972; DeBeni & Cornoldi, 1985) of the 

Pegword mnemonic (Miller et al., 1960) using progressive elaboration instructions 

(Bower & Reitman, 1972).   

 Robbins et al. (1996) and Hatano et al. (1977) indicated that skilled performers 

could still execute domain-related tasks effectively under divided attention, depending on 

the controlled attention demands of the secondary task. These findings suggest that 

developing a meaningful, organized long-term memory structure may influence the 

amount of controlled attention required for effective memory retrieval. Experiment 1 

investigates whether this effect generalizes to complex memory structures formed by 

normal adults, because participants cannot be expected to develop true memory skill 

during a single session.  

Control participants can be expected to have a difficult time encoding and 

retrieving large lists of unrelated words, so they will solve simple anagrams and make 

pleasantness ratings to improve the probability of their retrieving items under full 

attention and to create a comparison condition for the relative effects of deep encoding 

under divided attention. Jacoby (1991) and Hicks and Marsh (2000) found that 

recognition of deeply encoded anagram solutions was significantly impaired by dividing 

attention at retrieval, compared to whole words.  The more deeply processed anagram 

solutions were thought to require controlled recollective processes.  In the studies 

discussed here, controls are expected to use less elaboration than the mnemonic group. 

Predictions about recall accuracy are based on Moscovitch's (1994; Fernandes & 

Moscovitch, 2000, 2002) theory of control processes during retrieval and on the 

assumption that some portions of the mnemonic structure would become over-learned 

through practice (Logan & Klapp, 1991).  Moscovitch's theory predicts that divided 

attention will impair memory to the greatest extent when either or both concurrent tasks 

make substantial demand on controlled attention.  
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There is no question that mnemonic training should produce better performance 

than pleasantness ratings and anagram solutions under full attention.  The divided 

attention conditions are the primary source of interest.  If mnemonic training facilitates 

effective retrieval with fewer available attentional resources, mnemonic group accuracy 

should drop less under divided attention than the controls and show much higher list 

recall under both attention conditions.  Their free recall is expected to reflect the 

mnemonic structure of serial triplets.  The controls are unlikely to have structured recall.  

Alternatively, if encoding an elaborate mnemonic structure increases attentional demand 

at retrieval because mnemonic participants have more information to recollect than the 

controls, mnemonic group accuracy should drop more than the control group and recall 

should be at or below the level of the controls when less controlled attention is available.  

Secondary task performance should be lower under divided than full attention for both 

groups. 

Experiment 2 examines one of the fundamental assumptions underlying the 

development of retrieval structures and mnemonics:  that they are acquired through 

practice (Bellezza, 1996; Chase & Ericsson, 1982).  Bellezza and Bower (1970, 1972) 

noted the relative difficulty of developing mnemonic skill without sufficient practice.  

Bower, Clark, Lesgold, and Winzenz (1969) practiced participants on hierarchies of 

semantically related words across four trials and reported 100% accuracy on 112 words 

by the third trial, when the mnemonic hierarchy had been learned.  Logan and Klapp 

(1991) also reported that repeated practice of a limited number of alphanumeric facts in a 

single session could result in the development of fast, likely unmediated retrieval of those 

facts and consequent reduction in the demand for controlled attention at retrieval.  Based 

on these findings, it seems reasonable to question whether the performance of the 

experimental group during the attentional manipulation in Exp. 1 will reflect fluent use of 

the mnemonic and whether further practice on each list might be necessary.  

Retrieval practice in the form of taking a prior tests can provide great transfer 

when taking a later test.  Wheeler and Roediger (1992) found that the more free recall 

tests a subject had taken after studying pictures while hearing a related story or picture 

names, the higher the number of pictures recalled in delayed testing. Repeated recall 

presumably provided opportunities for practice, and possibly continued elaboration, of 
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the memories, which aided later retention even under free recall conditions. Landauer and 

Bjork (1978; cited in Roediger & Guynn, 1996) examined different schedules of testing 

recall of name-face pairs and found that participants' long-term retention benefited most 

from testing and accuracy feedback a short time after learning, then repeated testing at 

spaced intervals.  There is also abundant evidence that retrieval practice from later testing 

produces greater gains than an additional presentation of the study material (McDaniel & 

Masson, 1985).  

This experiment therefore addresses the effects of practice on the development 

and effective use of mnemonic structures, and possibly the development of automaticity, 

by providing two trials on each experimental list.  The Exp. 1 design was modified so 

that participants had two exposures and recalls on each experimental list, with divided 

attention counterbalanced on the second recall trial.  Only if participants learn a 

substantial percentage of organized mnemonic structure is it likely to provide any 

reduction in controlled processing at retrieval.  

Pilot mnemonic group data showed surprisingly high recall for lists when 

attention was divided after a list had been studied and recalled a second time, compared 

to lists that had only been studied and recalled once.  The most obvious explanation for 

this finding is that participants' mnemonic skill after one learning trial was insufficient to 

develop an effective retrieval structure that would reduce attention demand under divided 

attention. If this manipulation proves effective, the mnemonic group is expected to show 

higher recall than controls across attention conditions, although their performance under 

divided attention might still be lower than under full attention. Recall of the mnemonic 

structure is expected to be higher than in Exp. 1.  Rehearsal practice is also expected to 

increase the likelihood of spontaneous mnemonic use among the controls.  Even if this 

occurs, their recall performance is expected to be lower and lacking in structure, 

compared to the mnemonic group.  If practice does not influence performance and 

retrieval of the more deeply encoded mnemonic requires substantial controlled attention 

at retrieval, mnemonic group performance is expected to drop to the same or below the 

level of the controls when attention is divided. 

Experiment 3 makes it possible to assess the effectiveness of retrieving from an 

organized long-term memory structure with both accuracy and RT data.  RT is a critical 
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measure in assessing attentional use.  When compared with more automatic retrieval 

based on familiarity, increased demand for controlled processing is associated with 

longer RTs, as well as lower accuracy (McElree, Dolan, & Jacoby, 1999).  The design of 

Exp. 3 is a modification of Exp. 2 with recognition following the second recall trial on 

each experimental list and divided attention counterbalanced across the recognition trials.   

The cognitive demands of free recall and recognition are different.  Recognition 

provides the retrieval cues present in the mnemonic structure and likely reduces the recall 

advantage of the mnemonic over the control group.  However, the relational encodings 

formed within and between triplets by the mnemonic participants may reveal RT patterns 

that would not be apparent in control performance.  DeBeni and Cornoldi (1985) reported 

that mnemonic participants who learned the Method of Loci generally showed better free 

recall and recognition, though not cued recall, than controls in a one week delayed test 

session; they did not measure RTs.  

There is evidence that dividing attention may slow the retrieval process, even if 

accuracy is unaffected.  Baddeley et al. (1984) noted that while the effects of divided 

attention on memory accuracy were often comparatively small and inconsistent, 

processing, especially on the secondary task, could be significantly slowed. Craik et al. 

(1996) reported that performance on their CRT secondary task slowed under divided 

attention at retrieval in free recall, cued recall, and recognition tasks, although dividing 

attention did not impair word recognition.  They attributed the robust memory 

performance to increased environmental support, so demand for controlled attentional 

search would likely be minimal.  Recognition of word lists is arguably different from 

retrieval of associatively linked items.  However, the point about environmental support 

is worth noting.  The mnemonic advantage may be largely redundant in the recognition 

environment. 

The cognitive efficiency associated with using a retrieval structure--and the 

implied reduction in demand for controlled attention--has implications for both retrieval 

speed and accuracy.  The skilled memory literature (Chase & Ericsson, 1982; Ericsson & 

Kintsch, 1995) predicts that development of retrieval structures facilitates rapid encoding 

and retrieval of task-relevant information.  If the long-term memory structure formed by 

mnemonic participants is learned to the point where it serves as an effective retrieval 
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structure, the mnemonic group should have faster RTs when accessing list words under 

both attention conditions--at least for the portions of the structure that are well learned. 

Some aspects of the mnemonic structure may also become automated.  Logan and Klapp 

(1991) have reported faster RTs as retrieval becomes increasingly automated.   

Alternatively, if the triplet items are part of an integrated unitary encoding, 

retrieval of an individual item could create output interference when the retrieval cue 

activates other triplet members.  Participants may recall the entire triplet before 

responding to the recognition cue.  These processes could increase RT, if not lowering 

accuracy, for the mnemonic group.  If this is the case, the controls should have faster RTs 

and potentially higher accuracy across attention conditions. 

Benjamin and Bjork (2000) investigated whether elaborative encoding improved 

both recognition speed and accuracy, compared to rote rehearsal.  There is broad 

agreement that deeper processing supports better learning and higher long-term accuracy, 

but as Benjamin and Bjork noted, the literature supports competing predictions for the 

effect of elaboration on RT.  After testing different levels of elaboration under speeded 

and normal conditions, they found that recognition of elaboratively encoded items was 

reduced compared to rote items when participants had to make speeded responses.  Time 

pressure didn't allow for full retrieval of complete elaboratively encoded items.  

Retrieving the elaborative items was thought to be a more time and resource consuming 

process.   

These findings suggest that greater elaboration requires more controlled 

processing and is slower than accessing shallowly processed items.  If the amount of 

controlled attention required at retrieval increases with level of encoding elaboration, 

then the mnemonic group RTs should be slower than those of the controls, particularly 

under divided attention. 

Summary 

There is persuasive theoretical support for the proposal that retrieval is a multi-

component process involving different levels of attention demand during various aspects 

of retrieval.  Retrieval effectiveness partly depends on the amount of controlled attention 

required by the retrieval conditions.  Task demands for controlled attention resources as 

well as the development of automaticity and long-term memory structures may influence 
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a participant's ability to retrieve effectively.  Three experiments assess the relative 

influence of developing long-term memory structures on attention demand at retrieval 

compared with other types of deep processing.  These studies are designed to provide 

evidence for whether elaborative encoding of a mnemonic structure facilitates higher 

accuracy, and possibly faster RTs, than a control condition under both full and divided 

attention at retrieval.   
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EXPERIMENT 1 

Method 

Subjects 

Sixty-two undergraduate participants were randomly assigned to the experimental 

or control groups.  Twelve participants were dropped from the data set because they fell 

below 85% accuracy on the secondary task under divided attention (2 controls, 10 

mnemonic group, which likely reflects the relative demands of the concurrent tasks on 

the two groups).  They received credit in their general psychology class for participating 

in the study. Participants were tested individually in sessions lasting approximately 45 

min - 1 hour, then debriefed and excused.   

Materials 

Mnemonic.  This study used the Pegword mnemonic in the rhyming format 

proposed by Miller et al. (1960).  The progressive elaboration instructions used to teach 

encoding mnemonics were based on Bower and Reitman (1972). Progressive elaboration 

of images involves building complex images with multiple list items.  For example, 

Bower and Reitman suggested associating "bicycle" then "cigar" with the pegword "dog" 

by developing an image of a St. Bernard pedaling a bicycle, then  imagining the dog 

smoking a cigar while bike riding.  Participants are trained to associate word triplets with 

the successive pegwords in the Pegword sequence.  As each new stimulus word of the 

triplet associated with a pegword is introduced, a new image is added to the existing 

image for that pegword.  If a pegword and associated list words are encoded into a 

unitary image, cueing the pegword should be sufficient to retrieve the list words.  

Stimuli.  Unrelated words from the Toronto Word Pool (Friendly, Franklin, 

Hoffman & Rubin, 1982) selected to be high in concreteness and imageability, with 

ratings of 5.8 or higher on a seven point scale, were used on the second practice list and 

the two experimental lists.  There was one 10 word practice list associated with the Miller 

et al.(1960) version of the mnemonic, one 15 word practice list using three words per peg 
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on half the Pegword Mnemonic, and two 30 word experimental lists using two different 

sets of triplets with the Pegword mnemonic.  Divided attention was counterbalanced on 

the two experimental lists.   

Divided attention task. Letters of the alphabet were shown on the computer screen 

at a rate of one letter every other second, with randomly spaced triplets of sequential 

letters, such as E-F-G. Participants were asked to press the "v" key when a letter 

appeared on the screen except when the letter was the third in a sequential set, such as the 

"C" in "A - B - C," when they pressed the "m" key. This task is an adaptation of the odd 

digit task developed by Craik (1982) that was created to avoid interference due to the 

primary and secondary task sharing the same memory representations for digits 

(Fernandes & Moscovitch, 2000, 2002).  

Procedure 

Experimental group.  The experiment began with 60 s of practice doing the 

random letter monitoring task.  Participants were then trained in the use of encoding and 

organizational mnemonics.  Mnemonic training involved teaching participants to use 

progressive elaboration in forming images (Bower & Reitman, 1972), first with single 

words, then with triplets of words, then they learned the Pegword mnemonic (Miller, 

Galanter, & Pribram, 1960).  The first practice list required them to encode one list word 

with each pegword of the Pegword mnemonic.  The second practice list required them to 

progressively elaborate images associating word triplets with each of the first five 

pegwords in the mnemonic.  They were twice prompted to recall the rhyming, 

organizational Pegword series during the training period to ensure that it was well-

learned.  Each of the two experimental lists required them to progressively elaborate 

images associating triplets of list words with the ten pegwords of the mnemonic. 

Spoken free recall was requested after each of the two practice and two 

experimental lists, and a written cumulative free recall of all the words learned on the 

experimental lists was requested at the end of the experiment to evaluate the robustness 

of participants' memory for list words.  Divided attention was used at retrieval during the 

second practice trial and counterbalanced on the two experimental trials.   

Words were presented at 7 s each during study and recall duration was timed at 6 

s per word, so recall lasted 60 s on the first practice list, 90 s on the second practice list, 
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and 3 min on the two experimental lists.  Triplets of words were presented sequentially so 

each word was introduced until the entire triplet was visible on the screen once the final 

word appeared.  The recall duration took into account the fact that participants were 

instructed to cue recall using the Pegword mnemonic, so their spoken recall included 

both the mnemonic and the triplets encoded with it.  At the end of the experiment, 

participants were given 5 min to write down all of the words they could recall from the 

two experimental lists. 

Control group.  Control participants learned the same lists and performed the 

same recall tests under the same attention conditions as the experimental participants.  

During study, control participants practiced the random letter task, then learned to solve 

anagrams and make pleasantness ratings instead of forming images among words. The 

anagrams were presented with underlines beneath the letters that needed to be switched 

to solve the anagram, for example, “hammer” would have appeared as “hrmmea” at 

study.  Generally, the second and last letters of the list words were underlined.  After 

solving the anagram, participants were asked to rate the pleasantness of each word on a 

scale of 1 – 7 (1 = unpleasant – 7 = very pleasant), and report their rating out loud before 

the next word appeared.  Study and recall times were the same as the experimental group.   

 Divided attention task. The letter task was administered using visual presentation 

and key press response immediately after participants recognized each triplet of 

consecutive alphabetical letters.  At the beginning of the experiment participants were 

trained in the letter task and tested on that task alone to obtain a baseline measure of 

accuracy.  Because they were making continuous motor responses to the letters, this task 

resembled a continuous reaction time task.  Participants carried a two letter load during 

the consecutive alphabetical triplet sequences. When used as a concurrent task, the letter 

task began 10 s before participants were asked to recall words on the second practice and 

two experimental trials.  The initial 10 s of the letter task were not included in the 

analysis. Participants were instructed to perform both the letter and recall tasks as 

accurately as possible.  Participants must have had at least 85% accuracy on the 

secondary task during the divided attention experimental trial to be included in the study. 

Scoring.  The serial order in which each word was recalled was recorded as the 

words were spoken, so the pattern of the mnemonic structure in free word recall could be 
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determined.  Participants’ recall scores were scored separately for free recall and serial 

recall. Free word recall was scored as the number of words recalled in any order.  The 

free recall triplet score required that triplets were recalled in any order as long as within 

triplet items were remembered consecutively, though not necessarily in strict serial order.  

For instance, in the first triplet illustrated in Figure 1, anchor – sheriff – sugar, would 

have counted as a free triplet as long as the three words were recalled sequentially, 

anchor – sheriff – sugar, or sugar – anchor – sheriff, or sheriff – sugar – anchor, etc.   

The serial triplets were numbered 1 – 10, following the order of the Pegword 

mnemonic illustrated in Figure 1.  For instance, triplets 1, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, and 10 may have 

been recalled out of sequence as 1, 10, 5, 7, 8, 9, 4; triplets 1, 5, 7, 8, and 9 counted as 

correct serial triplets because they retained the serial order of presentation.  Like the free 

triplets, as long as the within triplet items were recalled consecutively they counted as a 

triplet, even if they did not preserve the serial order of presentation.  But the integrity of 

the triplet was violated if the within triplet items are not recalled consecutively.  For 

instance, if the word “anchor” in the first triplet in Figure 1 was the first word recalled, 

but the word “sheriff” was the tenth word recall, the words were not recalled 

consecutively and the integrity of the triplet violated.  The serial triplet score reflected the 

triplets reported in serial sequence of presentation, and it was the best measure of how 

well participants encoded the mnemonic structure at study.   

Serial triplet recall was also be scored for within triplet word accuracy, generating 

a score for the number of serial triplets recalled in correct within triplet order.  For 

example, if the triplets recalled in correct serial order used in the earlier example were 

also scored for correct serial within triplet order, a different score would result.  If triplets 

1 and 8 of the correctly recalled 1, 5, 7, 8, and 9 serial triplet sequence were not recalled 

in the serial order of presentation, ex., sugar – anchor – sheriff, instead of anchor – sheriff 

– sugar, or sugar – sheriff – anchor (serial reverse recall was acceptable), triplets 1 and 8 

would not be counted in the correct within-triplet serial word order score. 

The written cumulative recall was analyzed for free word recall, the number of 

words correctly recalled from the two experimental lists in free recall order.  Two types 

of serial triplet recall were used to determine how much of the written cumulative recall 

reflected the mnemonic structure.  One serial measure counted only the number of triplets 
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that were recalled with the correct pegs in the Pegword sequence, regardless of list.   The 

other serial triplet measure counted the number of triplets that were recalled in the correct 

serial order on each list.  The number of intrusions errors was also measured.   

Design 

The design is 2 mnemonic/no mnemonic (between) x full attention/divided 

attention (within).  

Results 

 Due to the possibility of practice and fatigue effects when counterbalancing 

divided attention between the two experimental lists, I analyzed the divided attention free 

recall scores by the order of dividing attention.  The effect for the order of dividing 

attention was not significant, F < 1.00.  Counterbalancing divided attention between the 

two experimental lists did not disproportionately influence recall, so all analyses were 

collapsed across order of dividing attention.  

Free Word Recall 

Free recall of the word lists offered partial support for our predictions regarding 

the effects of the mnemonic:  the mnemonic group recalled a higher percentage of list 

words under both full and divided attention than the controls.  There was a significant 

effect for group, F(1, 48) = 61.85, MSE = 355.704, as well as a significant effect for 

attention, F (1, 48) = 37.97, MSE = 193.24.  The interaction of group x attention was not 

significant, F = 2.14, p < .15.  (Unless otherwise noted, all effects reported here achieved 

at least the p < .05 level of significance.)  The mnemonic group recalled 71% of the list 

under full attention, compared to 37% by controls.  Performance by both groups suffered 

significantly under divided attention.  The mnemonic group recalled 50% of the list and 

the controls 24%.  Free recall performance of each group across attention conditions is 

shown in Figure 2A. 

Interestingly, the percentage drop in total list recall was higher for the mnemonic 

group than it was for the controls, 21% (6.36 words) compared to 13% (3.92 words), 

suggesting that the deeper encoding actually impaired recall more under divided 

attention.  Although, when the within group attention cost for the two groups was 

determined by computing the full and divided attention cost for each group as [1 - 

(divided attention score/full attention score)], the proportional cost for the controls was 
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actually slightly higher, 35%, compared to 30% for the mnemonic group.  Dividing 

attention clearly impaired list recall of both groups, even though the mnemonic group 

was still able to recall half the list. 

 To ensure that the high level of mnemonic group recall under divided attention 

was not due to neglecting secondary task accuracy—trading off between tasks--the free 

recall attention x group analysis was run again as an ANCOVA with secondary task 

accuracy used as a covariate.  The group effect remained robust, F (1, 46) = 52.42, MSE 

= 365.83.  All other F’s < 1.00. 

One possible explanation for the mnemonic group performance under divided 

attention would be their limited knowledge of the list structure at recall.  While 

mnemonic participants recited the pegword series at recall, they could not always retrieve 

the triplet associated with each peg.  Consistent with predictions about the effectiveness 

of mnemonics (Bellezza, 1996) and retrieval structures (Chase & Ericsson, 1982), it is 

reasonable to expect that the mnemonic cannot facilitate retrieval effectively unless an 

individual knows it well.  I will elaborate on this point when discussing the structural 

recall variables in the next section. 

 Intrusion errors.  There were comparatively few intrusion errors--non-list items 

intruding from previous lists, as well as phonological or semantic errors associated with 

list items--by either group.  Mean error rates varied between 2.9 % - 6.2%.  Participants 

made more errors under full than under divided attention, with a significant effect for 

attention, F (1, 48) = 5.05, MSE = 1.90.  The effect for group was not significant, F < 1, 

nor was the group x attention interaction, F = 1.89, p < .17.  Dividing attention appears to 

have reduced rather than increased the incidence of erroneous retrievals.  However, the 

largest mean error rate represents fewer than two words per list, so this result is likely a 

minor effect. 

Structural Recall Variables 

Recall data were also analyzed using a number of variables which reflected how 

well participants recalled the mnemonic structure they had learned.  Three levels of 

structure were assessed:  free triplet recall which reflected the number of triplets recalled 

in any order, serial triplet recall which reflected the number of triplets recalled in serial 

order (consistently forward or reverse recall order), and the serial order of words within 
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each of the triplets recalled in serial order (serial forward or backward).  Control data 

were expected to show little structure, and in fact they did not.  Controls averaged 

approximately half a triplet or less in free or serial order, so only mnemonic group data 

were analyzed for structural order. 

 The least strict structural variable, free triplet recall, assessed how well within 

triplets items associated through visual imagery--the encoding mnemonic aspect of the 

Pegword mnemonic--were recalled.  The stricter, serial, variables measured how well the 

entire structure of the mnemonic was reproduced at recall.  If the mnemonic were to 

provide an effective, organized self-cueing mechanism at recall under both attention 

conditions, participants would need to know the structure.  Mnemonic use could not 

reduce attention demand at retrieval unless the mnemonic structure was well-learned.   

Mean recall of the structural variables under full attention revealed that 

mnemonic participants recalled just over half of the triplets in free recall order, and in 

serial order (just over one third of the serial triplets were recalled in correct word order), 

at indicated by Table 1.  If these variables provide a valid reflection of how well 

participants knew the mnemonic, then they knew approximately half the structure, and it 

is perhaps not surprising that there were significant attention effects on all three 

measures, with t's (24) of 4.55, 3.71, and 4.75, for free triplet, serial triplet, and serial 

within triplet recall, respectively.  Dividing attention reduced recall of all the structural 

measures.  The effect of attention on the three structural measures is illustrated in Figure 

3A.  This finding might plausibly explain the effect of dividing attention on free recall:  

the mnemonic group knew roughly half the mnemonic structure.  When the percentage of 

serial triplets recalled was regressed on the number of free words recalled, it accounted 

for most of the variance in free word recall, with r
2
 = .86 for full attention, and .72 for 

divided attention.  This findings suggests that mnemonic participants encoded most of the 

words using the mnemonic structure and relied on this structure at retrieval.  The slight 

decline in variance under divided attention may have been attributable to inefficient use 

of the structure because it was only partially learned. 

Cumulative Recall 

Participants' had excellent recall of both experimental lists at the conclusion of 

the experiment.  Their cumulative proportion of recall was computed as [written 
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cumulative recall/(Spoken List 1 recall + List 2 recall)].  At the end of the experiment, 

both groups recalled at least 94% of the words they had originally recalled, suggesting 

that participants had effectively encoded the lists in long-term memory.  Participants 

frequently recalled more words in written cumulative recall than they had during the 

spoken recall after each list.  Interestingly, the controls recalled more of the words they 

had learned on the original lists than did the mnemonic group, t (48) = - 2.21.  The 

partially learned mnemonic structure proved to be less effective than the deep item-based 

encodings used by the controls during delayed recall.   

Mnemonic participants recalled some serial triplet order in their cumulative 

recall.  There was no evidence of serial triplet recall among the controls.  The number of 

triplets recalled in serial order with the correct pegwords, regardless of list, was only 

38%, somewhat lower than the 52% serial triplet recall in spoken recall.  Only 24% of the 

serial triplets in List 1 and 36% of the triplets in List 2 were recalled.  Hence, there was 

little evidence of mnemonic structure reflected in the either the immediate spoken recall 

or the written cumulative recall at the end of the experiment. 

Secondary Task  

 Accuracy.  Both groups were less accurate on the random letter task when 

attention was divided, as indicated by the significant effect for attention, F (1, 47) = 

53.10, MSE = 19.73.  The percentage of correct letter responses dropped from 97% in the 

mnemonic group and 94% in the control group under full attention to 88% and 90% for 

the two groups respectively, under divided attention.  Although the group effect was not 

significant, F > 1.00, the fact that the mnemonic group did slightly better than the 

controls under full attention and slightly worse under divided attention resulted in a 

significant attention x group interaction, F (1, 47) = 5.46.  (The secondary task record for 

one subject was damaged, so this part of the analysis is one score short of the full 

sample.)  Dividing attention seems to have impaired the mnemonic group more than the 

controls.  Errors occurred with equal frequency on both types of key responses, and all 

participants made errors on both response types during the experimental trial.  The error 

rate increased 6%, from 5.3% on baseline to 11%, under divided attention. 

Reaction time.  Dividing attention also significantly increased reaction time (RT) 

for both groups; there was a significant attention effect, F (1, 47) = 5.79, MSE = 
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11213.05.  The mnemonic group was faster than the controls across attention conditions; 

the effect for group was significant, F (1, 47) = 5.70, MSE = 24779.421, although the 

attention x group interaction was not, F < 1.00.  The mnemonic group was on average, 

75.95 ms faster when making letter judgments than the controls, with the mnemonic 

group mean 526.97 ms and the control group 602.92 ms. 

Summary.  Dividing attention reduced accuracy and increased RTs for both 

groups on the random letter task, although the combined results are somewhat 

paradoxical.  The mnemonic group was faster and more accurate than the controls under 

full attention while being faster and less accurate when attention was divided.  Because 

their RTs were significantly slowed by dividing attention, there is no evidence that the 

mnemonic group tried to maintain or reduce speed under divided attention in a speed and 

accuracy tradeoff.  Their accuracy dropped in spite of a significant reduction in speed.  

Curiously, the controls were slower and less accurate than the mnemonic group under full 

attention. Although they were slower and more accurate than the mnemonic group under 

divided attention, the fact that they were slower overall suggests that they may not have 

slowed to preserve accuracy.  When interpreting these results it is worth remembering 

that the secondary task may have made somewhat different demands on the two groups, 

because the mnemonic group recalled on average 26% more of the primary task word list 

than the controls under divided attention.  For many of the controls the secondary task 

may have been closer to a single than to a concurrent task. 

Discussion 

 Although the mnemonic group recalled a higher proportion of the list words than 

the controls under both attention conditions, dividing attention significantly reduced 

recall by both groups at all levels of the analysis.  These results do not support the 

prediction that use of an organizational mnemonic would reduce attention demand at 

retrieval.  They also fail to support the prediction that deeper encoding would make 

retrieval more difficult for the mnemonic group than for the controls.  That the mnemonic 

group showed no apparent increase in efficiency under divided attention may not be 

surprising, given that the mnemonic group appeared to have learned only half of the 

mnemonic structure.  It seems plausible that the partially learned--or retrieved--

mnemonic may have actually consumed more attention as participants tried to search for 
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images they had formed during learning but could not effectively recall at test.  Even if 

the mnemonic reduced attentional demand on successful retrievals, any advantage may 

have been neutralized by the search for triplets that could not be retrieved.  Experiment 2 

was designed to test whether the attention demands of retrieval would change with 

increased learning of the mnemonic structure. 
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EXPERIMENT 2 

Method 

The same materials and procedures used in Exp. 1 were used in Exp. 2, with 

noted exceptions.   

Subjects 

Fifty-three undergraduate participants were randomly assigned to the 

experimental or control groups.  Eleven subjects were excused because they fell below 

85% accuracy on the secondary task under divided attention (2 controls and 9 mnemonic 

participants, which likely reflects relative concurrent task demands on the two groups).  

They received credit in their general psychology class for participating in the study. 

Participants were tested individually in sessions lasting approximately 45 min - 1 hour, 

then debriefed and excused.   

Procedure 

 Participants studied and recalled both of the experimental lists twice.  Divided 

attention was counterbalanced across the second recall trials on the two experimental 

lists.  Because control pilot participants spontaneously reported using mnemonics in the 

two-trial free recall experiment, at the end of the experimental session, controls were 

asked how they had remembered list words.  This anecdotal information did not influence 

which subjects were included in the study or how their data were analyzed. 

Results 

 To check for the effect of counterbalancing divided attention the two recall lists, 

divided attention scores were analyzed by the order of dividing attention. The effect for 

order of dividing attention was not significant, F = 1.02.  Counterbalancing divided 

attention between the two experimental lists did not disproportionately influence recall, 

so all analyses were collapsed across order of dividing attention.  
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Free Word Recall 

 Retrieval practice improved free recall scores in both groups.  The nature of the 

group x attention relationship was quite different than in Exp. 1, as can be seen when 

Figures 2A and 2B are compared.  The main effect for group was significant, F (1, 40) = 

137.10, MSE = 311.25, as was the effect for attention, F (1, 40) = 35.80, MSE = 66.33.  

Although the additional learning opportunities helped both groups, they were particularly 

advantageous for the mnemonic group; this time there was a group x attention 

interaction, F (1, 40) = 12.13.  Mnemonic participants recalled far more words on average 

than the controls under both full and divided attention, and their performance remained 

robust under divided attention.  They recalled 95.2% of the list under full attention and 

dropped only 4.5% (1.34 words) when attention was divided. Controls also recalled far 

more of the list than they had in Exp. 1, an impressive 56.3%  

of the list words under full attention.  But their recall dropped 16.8% (5.05 words) when 

attention was divided.  The within group cost assessing the effect of divided attention as a 

proportion of full attention recall revealed that the mnemonic group cost was 4.7%, 

compared to 29.9% for the controls.  Although dividing attention lowered recall by both 

groups, the mnemonic group maintained a high level of performance compared to the 

controls. 

 Interpretation of these data is complicated by a ceiling effect in the mnemonic 

group.  To the extent that the mnemonic structure resembles a semantic retrieval 

structure, near perfect accuracy would be a predictable--and desirable--outcome, because 

it suggests that the mnemonic has been well learned.  Similarly high accuracy levels have 

been reported with other instances of well learned mnemonics.  For example, Bower et al. 

(1969) reported 100% accuracy on the third and fourth practice trials with their 

semantically related hierarchies.  Bower's (1970) participants had 90% accuracy across 

variable number of items associated with pegwords after massed practice.  Young and 

Bellezza (1982) found a similarly high proportion of accuracy; .94 of list words correctly 

recalled when they were learned and recalled with pegwords.  It is notable that the 

standard errors for the mnemonic and experimental groups were comparable; a small 

standard error would be indicative of a ceiling effect. 
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The group x attention interaction was quite robust.  Even when the data were 

reanalyzed with just the five mnemonic participants who didn’t reach 100% accuracy 

under full attention, the interaction was still significant.  The interaction was also 

significant with only 15 subjects per group.  It did not result from neglecting secondary 

task accuracy, because the free word recall attention x group analysis run as an 

ANCOVA with secondary task accuracy used as a covariate was robust, F (1, 39) = 

11.77, MSE = 67.98, as did the effect for group, F (1, 39) = 145.55, MSE = 296.17.  All 

other F’s < 1.00, except the secondary task effect, F = 3.03.  This high level of mnemonic 

group recall across attention conditions may be more similar to performance on semantic 

tasks such as the 2% error rate typical when adults solve the 100 basic addition facts, 0 + 

0 to 9 + 9, than to the performance typically found on lists of unrelated words.   

The full attention performance on the first trial of the first experimental list 

effectively replicated Exp. 1 results.  Mean recall on the Exp. 2 first trial, first list was 

68.4% in the mnemonic group and 33.8% in the control group, generally comparable to 

the full attention scores of 71% and 37% found in Exp. 1 for the mnemonic and control 

groups, respectively. 

 Intrusion errors.  Non-list intrusions were again comparatively rare, ranging in 

frequency from .4% - 3.6%, and apparently uninfluenced by the attention manipulation.  

The effect for attention was not significant, F > 1, nor was the group x attention 

interaction, F = 1.41, p > .24.  The controls proved to be somewhat more prone to 

intrusions than the mnemonic group, especially under full attention.  Even then, the mean 

error rate was only 3.6%--just over one word per list, compared to .4% in the mnemonic 

group.  The group difference was significant, F (1,40) = 8.31, MSE = 1.28 errors.  It is 

conceivable that the mnemonic group was so familiar with the mnemonic structure after 

retrieval practice that intrusions were either infrequent or readily recognized and not 

reported. 

Structural Recall Variables 

 The mnemonic group's robust free recall performance was consistent with similar 

improvements on their structural recall measures.  The purpose of rehearsal practice was 

to strengthen the mnemonic group's learning of the mnemonic structure, because any 

prediction about reduced attention demand was contingent on their being able to make 
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effective use of the mnemonic.  The control group recall again showed virtually no 

structural formation.  Controls recalled less than half of one free recall triplet and a third 

of a serial recall triplet, so only mnemonic group performance was analyzed on the 

structural variables.   

Consistent with the free word recall interpretation that greater recall of the 

mnemonic structure would support reductions in attention demand, participants recalled 

far more of the mnemonic triplets compared to Exp. 1, as indicated in Table 1.  The free 

triplet recall, which measures only the number of intact triplets recalled in free recall 

order, was significantly reduced by dividing attention, t (20)= 2.86.  Importantly, the two 

measures of serial structure order, serial triplet recall and the serial order of recall within 

those triplets, were not significantly influenced by dividing attention.  The t's (20) were 

1.22 and 1.20 for the serial triplet and within triplet measures, respectively.  The effect of 

attention on the three structural measures is illustrated in Figure 3B.  However, when the 

frequency with which participants recalled each triplet across attention conditions was 

analyzed, there was a significant attention effect, F (1, 20) = 5.86, MSE = .162.  There 

was some variation in the extent to which specific triplets were recalled, even though the  

mean number of triplets recalled was not significantly reduced by dividing attention.  The 

effect for triplet and the triplet x attn interaction were not significant, with F's of 1.44 and 

1.40, respectively. 

The comparatively low number of serial triplets recalled in correct word order and 

anecdotal information from participants' comments about their images suggest that the 

salience of a word in an integrated image rather than its presentation order at study may 

determine its recall order.  There is reason to suspect that not only is time based 

information not encoded, as Bower (1970) suggested, but that semantic relationship 

among triplet words rather than their presentation order determines how they are encoded 

and retrieved. 

When the percentage of serial triplets recalled was regressed on the number of 

free words recalled in Trial 2, it accounted for most of the variance in free word recall, 

with r
2
 = .63 for full attention, and .78 for divided attention. Mnemonic participants 

encoded most of the words using the mnemonic structure and relied on this structure at 

retrieval--particularly when attention was divided.  Trial 1 scores collapsed across lists 
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showed a similar pattern for full attention data, with an r
2
 = .88.  These results provide 

additional evidence for the importance of the semantic structure in recall, and possibly 

for reductions in attentional demand.  Lacking this structure, controls recalled less and 

were consistently impaired when attention was divided. 

Cumulative Recall 

Participants again had excellent recall of both experimental lists at the conclusion 

of the experiment.  Both groups remembered virtually all of the words recalled in Trial 2 

on the two experimental lists.  The group difference was not significant.  There was far 

more evidence of mnemonic structure, compared to Exp. 1.  Similar to the high 

percentage of serial triplet recall found across attention conditions in free recall, the 

number of triplets recalled by the mnemonic group with the associated peg in correct 

serial order was 86%.  The controls averaged less than have a triplet recalled in serial 

order.  Sorting these triplets into serial recall by list revealed somewhat less structure, 

73% on List 1 and 80% on List 2, but these percentages revealed that participants were 

still able to reproduce most of the triplets by the correct pegword and list in correct serial 

order.  Perhaps the percentage would have been even higher had we requested serial 

rather than free recall.  As was the case with spoken recall, use of the mnemonic structure 

in recall was spontaneous. 

Secondary Task  

 Accuracy.  In spite of group differences on the other variables, dividing attention 

reduced the percentage of letter accuracy in both groups by about the same amount, as 

indicated by the significant effect for attention, F (1, 40) = 50.336, MSE = 18.80.  The 

effect for group was not significant, F = 1.52, p < .22, nor was the attention x group 

interaction, F = 2.71, p < .10.  The mnemonic group had 97% accuracy and the controls 

94% accuracy under full attention.  Both groups dropped into the 88% range when 

attention was divided. Error rates were comparable to those found in Exp. 1.  The error 

rate increased 6 percentage points, from 5% in the baseline to 11%, in the concurrent task 

condition. 

Reaction time.  Participants were slower as well as less accurate when secondary 

task and baseline performance were compared.  The effect for attention was significant, F 

(1, 40) = 7.71, MSE = 9438.53 ms. The mnemonic group was a bit faster, overall, but the 
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difference was not significant.   The effect for group and the attention x group interaction 

were not significant, F 's = 1.16 and < 1.00, respectively.  The mnemonic group RTs 

increased 53.17 ms on average, and the controls increased 64.79 ms, when attention was 

divided.   

 Summary.  There were marked differences between the mnemonic and control 

groups which supported the prediction that practiced use of a mnemonic structure would 

support effective performance even under when attention was divided.  Both groups were 

slower and slightly less accurate on the random letter task when attention was divided by 

list recall.   

Discussion 

 Exp. 2 supports the prediction that practice would result in learning a high 

proportion of the mnemonic structure, thereby reducing demand for controlled resources 

when attention was divided.  The effectiveness of the practice manipulation is obvious 

when the performance of the Exp. 2 mnemonic group is compared with that of the Exp. 1 

control and mnemonic groups.  The Exp. 1 mnemonic group recalled only half of the 

mnemonic triplet structure in serial order.  The Exp. 2 mnemonic group recalled 88% of 

it.  They recalled far more words across attention conditions than either of the Exp. 1 

groups.  They were also far less impaired by divided attention.  Their free recall 

performance under divided attention dropped an average of 1.34 words, compared to 5.05 

words by Exp. 2 controls, and 6.36 words by the Exp. 1 mnemonic group.  That the 

mnemonic group performance was so effective under divided attention is not to say that 

dividing attention did not influence performance.  Neither the expertise attention studies 

nor the findings of Craik and his colleagues would suggest that this outcome was likely.  

But their performance was very robust across attention conditions, in spite of having 

richer encoding elaboration than the controls. 

Dividing attention exacted a cost. Both Exp. 2 groups were equally impaired on 

secondary task performance when attention was divided, although the mnemonic group's 

word recall performance remained high, at 90.7%, and their total serial triplet recall was 

apparently unaffected. The finer grained analysis of triplet frequency indicated that 

although the drop in free recall was modest, it was still significant when compared to full 

attention  
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Although cross-experiment statistical comparisons must be approached with 

caution, it is worth considering the relative effects of dividing attention on Exps. 1 and 2.  

Both experiments were tested by the same experimenters in the same lab within weeks of 

each other, so it is probable that participants came from the same sample and were tested 

under same conditions.  When group performance on the two experiments was compared 

using the same metric reported for free word recall, the percentage recall of list words, it 

was clear that mnemonic practice reduced retrieval demands in Exp. 2.  The percentage 

of increase or decrease in recall (attention cost) was computed for each experiment by 

subtracting the percentage of words recalled under divided attention from the percentage 

recalled under full attention, then the attention costs were compared for the two groups.   

Because the groups essentially reversed roles, i.e. a different group had higher 

attention costs in each experiment, the group effect was not significant, F < 1.00.  The 

attention cost was higher in Exp. 1 than in Exp. 2, with the effect for experiment just 

outside conventional significance, F = 3.55, p < .063.  The difference in group 

performance was expressed by the significant group x experiment interaction, F (1, 88) = 

8.85, MSE = 271.11.  In Exp. 1, the cost of dividing attention was 8.14% (2.44 words) 

higher for the mnemonic group than for the controls.  In Exp. 2, the average cost of 

dividing attention was 12.38% (3.71 words) higher for the controls than for the 

mnemonic group.  Within group comparisons of attention costs on the two experiments 

revealed that the mnemonic group costs were 16.76% (5.03 words) higher in Exp. 1 than 

Exp. 2.  Control group costs were 3.76% (1.12 words) higher in Exp. 2 than they had 

been in Exp. 1.  

When the attention cost to serial triplet recall across experiments was computed 

by the same method used with the free recall scores, the mean percentage cost was 

18.40% in Exp. 1, compared to 5.23% in Exp. 2.  This difference was just beyond the 

conventional level of significance, t (44) = 1.96, p < .055.  When participants were able 

to recall a high percentage of the mnemonic in serial triplet order, attention costs were 

lower.  This result supports the free word recall findings and directly tests differences in 

attention effects on serial mnemonic structure across the studies.  

Two influences may have accounted for group performance differences in Exps. 1 

and 2.   One influence, practice, obviously had some positive effects on both groups.  It 
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was particularly advantageous to the mnemonic group.  But another influence, 

unpracticed use of mnemonics, may have had negative effects.  As noted earlier, partial 

learning of the mnemonic in Exp. 1 may have impaired the mnemonic group as they 

searched for words encoded at study that could not necessarily be retrieved because the 

mnemonic structure was not well learned.  Many control participants reported 

spontaneous mnemonic use in Exp. 2.  It is possible that they suffered somewhat the 

same difficulty that the mnemonic group did in Exp. 1 by attempting to retrieve 

mnemonics that had not been systematically encoded when freely recalling under divided 

attention.  Perhaps retrieving poorly learned or informal, spontaneous mnemonics, made 

higher demand on attentional resources which was disadvantageous when attention was 

divided. 

Exp. 2 provided a very different view of how learning a mnemonic structure 

affects the attentional demands of retrieval than Exp. 1.  If mnemonic practice lowers the 

attention demands on mnemonic participants so they are less impaired by a concurrent 

task than controls, it is reasonable to assume that reduced attention demands are reflected 

in RTs as well as word recall.  If this is the case, the mnemonic participants should 

retrieve faster than the controls across attention conditions.  Exp. 3 was designed to 

address this question by replicating Exp. 2 with an added recognition measure to provide 

both RT and accuracy data. 
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EXPERIMENT 3 

Method 

The methodology used in Exp. 3 will be identical to that used in Exp. 1, with 

noted exceptions.   

Subjects 

Forty-eight undergraduate participants were randomly assigned to the 

experimental or control groups.  Two participants were excused because they fell below 

85% accuracy on the secondary task under divided attention (1 control and 1 mnemonic 

participant).   They received credit in their general psychology class for participating in 

the study.  Participants were tested individually in sessions lasting approximately 60 min 

- 80 min, then debriefed and excused.   

Materials 

Stimuli.  The practice and experimental learning lists were identical to those used 

in the other experiments.  85 additional unrelated words that rate high in imageability and 

concreteness (between 5.5 - 7.0) were selected from the Toronto Word Pool (Friendly et 

al., 1982) as new items to form triplets on the recognition lists. The list words were 

counterbalanced, so each set of triplets was tested equally often as old and new. 

Procedure 

Participants studied and freely recalled both experimental lists twice before 

recognition.  After recall on the second practice trial and Trial 2 on both experimental 

lists, participants did a 60 s filler task and were then asked to do a recognition task. 

Words were presented in triplets with a recognition duration of 4 s per triplet, and 1 s 

between items. The recognition test was presented visually with participants hitting the 

"v" key to indicate that a triplet had appeared at study or the "m" key to indicate that it 

had not appeared on the study list.  Divided attention was counterbalanced across the 

recognition tasks on the two experimental lists. 
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Secondary task. The random letter secondary task used in Exp. 1 and 2 was 

presented auditorily by tape with participants acknowledging each letter by saying "no," 

except for letters that are the third in sequences of alphabetically ordered letters, when 

they say "yes."  Letters were presented at a 2 s rate.  Secondary task accuracy was again 

set at 85%. 

Results 

To check for the effect of counterbalancing attention condition across lists on 

Trial 2, recognition divided attention data were analyzed by the order of dividing 

attention.  None of the attention order effects were significant for RT or word recognition 

for the hits and correct rejections, with F's of 1.00 for hits RTs, < 1.00 for correct 

rejections RTs, 2.73 for word recognition of hits, 1.71 for word recognition of correct 

rejections.  Thus, counterbalancing divided attention between the two experimental lists 

did not disproportionately reduce recognition on either list for RTs or accuracy on hits or 

correct rejections, so the analyses of hits and correct rejections were collapsed across list 

order of dividing attention.  

Free Word Recall 

 Free recall data were very similar for Trial 1 across the two lists, and Trial 2 data 

were also very similar, so the list scores were collapsed on free word recall, free triplet 

recall, and serial triplet recall.  T-tests comparing Trial 1 scores across list and Trial 2 

scores across list were not significant, t's (45) = - 1.62 for Trial 1  and - .94 for Trial 2 

free word recall; - 1.60 for Trial 1 and - .78 for Trial 2 free triplet recall ;  and  

- 1.72 for Trial 1 and - 1.26 for Trial 2 serial triplet recall.  Recall of serial word order 

within triplets was significantly different on the two lists for both Trial 1, t (45) = - 2.40, 

and Trial 2, - 2.24. Because the structural variables were only analyzed for the mnemonic 

group, this difference was also compared for mnemonic subjects only and was still found 

to be significant, so the lists scores will be reported separately for this variable. 

 Free word recall data showed the expected superiority of the mnemonic group 

compared to the controls, with significant t's (44) = 6.19 on Trial 1 and 9.24 on Trial 2.  

Free word recall scores were generally similar to those found in the previous 

experiments.  The mnemonic group's Trial 1 free word recall averaged 64.5%, compared 

to 71% in Exp. 1 and an average of 67% recall of both lists in Exp. 2.  Trial 2 recall 
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averaged 93%, compared to 95% in Exp. 2.  The control group's free word recall 

averaged 28% on Trial 1, compared to 37% in Exp. 1, and an average of 31% on the Trial 

1 recall of both lists in Exp. 2 . 

 Intrusion errors.  Lists were again collapsed within each trial, because analyses 

comparing lists for each trial were not significant, t's (45) were 2.94 and - 1.51 for Trial 1 

and Trial 2 respectively, were not significant.  The mnemonic and control groups did not 

differ significantly on intrusion errors made during free word recall on Trial 1, t (45) =     

- .12, or Trial 2, t (45) = - 1.48.  Both groups averaged less than 1 intrusion per trial. 

Structural Recall Variables 

 The controls again averaged less than one triplet on the structural recall measures, 

so I will report only means for the mnemonic control group.  The percentage of triplets 

recalled essentially replicated the findings on the other studies, as indicated by Table 1.  

Practice again resulted in relatively high levels of structural formation in the free recall 

data.  Unsurprisingly, participants who freely recalled a large number of words also 

tended to spontaneously recall those words in the serial order of learning, as they had in 

Exps. 1 and 2.  When the percentage of serial triplets was regressed on free word recall 

for the averaged Trial 2 lists, the r
2
  = .90.  This result is consistent with the prediction 

that high free recall would be supported by a meaningful, organized mnemonic structure.  

Trial 1 scores which replicated Exp. 1 recall and serial triplet scores without Trial 2 

practice also revealed a similar relationship between structure and words recalled, r
2
  = 

.92, even though scores on both variables were much lower on this trial.  Even when they 

did not know much of the mnemonic structure, participants still used what they did know 

to structure retrieval of the list words. 

Recognition 

 There were theoretical predictions supporting group differences in both accuracy 

and RT, depending on whether mnemonic use reduced or increased demand for 

controlled processing at recognition.  The accuracy and RT findings will be presented 

separately, then interpreted together in a summary section following the analyses. 

Recognition data were initially analyzed in an omnibus ANOVA which combined 

attention x hits and correct rejections x group. 
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Accuracy.  The omnibus word recognition ANOVA revealed significant effects 

for attention, F (1, 44) = 27.78, MSE = 1.10, and group, F (1, 44) = 5.08, MSE = 1.31, 

which were qualified by a significant interaction of attention x group, F (1, 44) = 7.51.  

The mnemonic group recognized 97.78% of the words under full attention and 93.91% 

under divided attention; controls recognized 98.26% under full attention, but only 

85.87% under divided attention.  This finding supports the prediction that the mnemonic 

group knew the word list better and that use of a mnemonic structure enabled them to 

recognize words effectively across attention conditions.  Both groups recognized 

virtually all of the words under full attention, but the ability to discriminate old from new 

triplets was apparently harder for the controls when attention was shared with a 

secondary task.  Despite the environmental support provided by recognition, these results 

suggest that learning the mnemonic structure was advantageous at recognition as well as 

recall.  The recognition pattern closely resembles the free recall pattern in Exp. 2, Figure 

2 B. This can be seen when hits and correct rejections are broken out and plotted 

separately in Figures 4 A and B.  All of the other effects and interactions were non-

significant, with F's < 1.00. 

The mnemonic group’s superior memory performance was not a result of 

sacrificing secondary task accuracy.  When the omnibus word recognition analysis was 

run as an ANCOVA using secondary task accuracy as a covariate, the interaction of 

attention x group remained robust, F (1, 43) = 7.58, MSE = 1.05, as did the group effect, 

F (1, 43) = 5.15, MSE = 1.24.  All other F’s were non-significant.  Although the memory 

accuracy and RT scores were analyzed on the total number of hits and correct rejections 

and the errors reported separately, an attention x group ANOVA was also run on hits – 

false alarms, and the attention x group interaction remained significant, F (1, 44) = 4.21, 

MSE = 2.16, as did the attention effect, F (1, 44) = 10.15, although the group effect did 

not, F = 1.07. 

Reaction time.  The RT recognition data were examined for incorrect responses 

on hits and false alarms, as well as for trials that timed out when participants failed to 

respond by indicating an old-new judgment.  There were 48 instances in which 

participants made incorrect old-new judgments, and 63 timed-out trials with no response.  
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Exclusion of these trials meant that RT analyses were carried out on 88% of the original 

920 trials.    

I chose to modify and reduce the influence of extreme RTs in this study rather 

than eliminating them.  Extreme latency scores were identified and modified using the 

following procedure.  The upper and lower bounds were based on the median +/- 2.5 x 

the  

interquartile range for each group and attention condition for hits and correct rejections.  

If a participant's mean RT for a given cell exceeded these boundaries, their individual 

scores for that cell were examined.  Individual outlying scores were replaced with the 

appropriate upper or lower bound score and a new mean and sd computed for that cell.  

Seventeen scores, or 2.11% of the trials, were modified for outliers.  All participant's 

individual scores in each condition were also checked for erroneous key presses to ensure 

that there were no very rapid, accidental RTs included in the data set. 

There was again an effect for attention, F(1, 44) = 41.80, MSE = 91668.75.  This 

effect is qualified by a triple interaction of attention x hits and correct rejections x group, 

F(1, 44) = 7.90, MSE = 31975.86.  The mnemonic group was faster overall, but dividing 

attention slowed them proportionally more than it did the controls when it came to 

making correct rejections.  Mnemonic RTs were 1317.41 ms and 1553.03 ms on hits 

under full and divided attention, respectively.  Their correct rejection were 1268.67 ms 

and 1686.93 ms, under full and divided attention, respectively, a 418 ms drop. Controls 

averaged 1408.24 ms and 1715.51 ms on hits under full and divided attention.  However, 

their RTs were virtually identical on hits and correct rejections under divided attention.  

Their correct rejections were 1548.74 ms under full attention and 1742.11 ms under 

divided attention, a 193 ms increase.  The group difference in correct rejections is very 

clear when these data were analyzed separately in a group x attention ANOVA.  

Mnemonic participants apparently had higher RT attention costs than controls when 

recognizing new words.  All of the other effects and interactions were non-significant, 

with F's < 1.00, except group, with an F = 3.04. 

RT and recognition accuracy data were reciprocal for correct rejections, which 

was apparent when hits and correct rejection RTs were analyzed in separate group x 

attention ANOVAs.  There was no group effect nor was there a group x attention 
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interaction for hits.  The only significant effect was attention, F (, 44) = 24.25, MSE = 

69926.43.  Dividing attention slowed recognition 1362.82 ms to 1634.27 ms.  Group 

differences emerged in the correct rejection analysis.  There was an effect for attention, F 

(1, 44) = 40.03, MSE = 53718.18, and for group, p = .05, F (1, 44) = 4.04, MSE = 

159831.23, but these effects were qualified by an attention x group interaction, F (1, 44) 

= 5.41.  While faster in correctly rejecting words under full attention, the mnemonic 

group had higher attention costs than controls, while there were no group RT differences 

for hits.  The RT patterns are plotted separately for hits and correct rejections in Figures 5 

A and B.   

Group RT differences may have been obscured by the disproportionate number of 

timed-out trials by controls under divided attention.  When the attention x group analyses 

were made for hits and correct rejections after filtering out participants who had more 

than one timed-out trial, leaving 16 controls and 20 mnemonic participants of the original 

23 per group, a different pattern emerged.  There was a significant group x attention 

interaction for hits, F (1, 34) = 5.33, MSE = 47570.56, but the interaction was no longer 

significant for correct rejections, F = 2.78.  Full attention mean RTs for hits were very 

similar for both groups:  1261.08 ms and 1237.73 ms for the mnemonic and control 

participants, respectively.  The efficiency of the mnemonic group became clear when  

attention was divided.  Divided attention RTs for hits were 1491.47 ms for the mnemonic 

group and 1707.10, for the controls.  The mnemonic group increased 230 ms when 

attention was divided, the controls, 470 ms.   

The mnemonic group was still more accurate than the controls when making 

recognition judgments in these analyses.  The mnemonic group had somewhat better 

recognition for hits, but the attention x group interaction was F (1, 34) = 4.10, p < .051, 

and group means were all 90% or above.  The mnemonic group was still significantly 

more accurate for correct rejections, F (1, 34) = 5.81, MSE = .31.  Mnemonic participants 

dropped 3% and the controls 9.37% when attention was divided.  Even when participants 

with multiple time-out trials were excluded, controls were still significantly less accurate 

when rejecting non-list words than the mnemonic group, even though their RTs did not 

differ. 
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Summary.  Given the predictions about the relationship between accuracy, RT, 

and attention use, these results are most easily interpreted when the RT and word 

recognition data are considered together for each word type.  This comparison can be 

made visually by comparing Figures 4 A and 5 A, the accuracy and RTs for hits, and 

Figures 4 B and 5 B, the accuracy and RTs for correct rejections.  Breaking apart the hits 

and correct rejections makes the reciprocal accuracy-RT relationship especially clear for 

correct rejections.  Words were generally better recognized by the mnemonic group 

across attention conditions.  The controls' word recognition dropped 12.40 percentage 

points under divided attention.  The mnemonic group dropped only 3.09 percentage 

points.  This pattern is partly attributable to a disproportionate number of misses, false 

alarms, and timed-out trials under divided attention, particularly in the control group.  

The number of misses, false alarms, and timed-out trials by group is illustrated in Table 

2. 

While there were no group RT differences for hits and the pattern for correct 

rejections suggests significant slowing by the mnemonic group under divided attention, it 

is clear that the mnemonic group was faster, overall.  Much of the loss in accuracy among 

controls was due to timed-out trials, as well as false alarms and misses, when attention 

was divided.  Low accuracy in the control group likely masked genuine RT differences in 

which the mnemonic group might well have been significantly faster, had at least the 

timed-out trials been available for analysis, and analyses made without participants who 

had more than one timed-out trial support this view.  Overall, the recognition results 

suggest that when it was well-learned the mnemonic structure facilitated performance 

across attention conditions, although the evidence is clearer in word recognition than it is 

in RT data. 

Secondary Task 

 Accuracy.  Accuracy on the auditory-spoken random letter task revealed no 

significant differences between groups, F < 1.00, although the effect for attention was 

significant, F (1, 44) = 9.71, MSE = 23.20.  Dividing attention reduced letter accuracy on 

the secondary task slightly, from 96.6% correct under full attention to 93.74% correct 

under divided attention, a 2.9 percentage point drop.   
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Summary.  When the RT and word recognition data are interpreted together, they 

provide a unified view of processing which suggests that the mnemonic group's accuracy 

suffered little across attention conditions, and they were generally faster than the  

controls. The RT difference is particularly clear in the full attention correct rejection 

analysis.  The control group worked more slowly and with poorer accuracy when 

attention was diverted by a secondary task.  These findings suggests that recognition was 

more resource consuming for controls than it was for the mnemonic group.   

Discussion 

These results offer qualified support for the prediction that the mnemonic group 

was generally faster under both full and divided attention than the controls.  Two factors 

may have influenced the group RT differences.  First, the mnemonic group was 

significantly more accurate than the controls under divided attention, suggesting that the 

controls needed more time to respond accurately.  Second, participants were held to a 

tight recognition time criterion.  They were given 4 s to recognize three words as old or 

new.  This timing constraint was intended to reduce the possibility of task switching, as 

well as to split apart potential group differences in recognition performance.  While 

timed-out trials with no response were most common under divided attention, these trials 

were most prevalent among the control group, as illustrated in Table 2.  For example, the 

control group's divided attention trials accounted for 62% of the total timed-out trials for 

hits and 62% of the total timed-out trials for correct rejections.  In comparison, the 

mnemonic group's divided attention trials accounted for 27% of the total timed-out trials 

for hits and 29% of the total timed-out trials for correct rejections.  Had a longer 

recognition trial duration made these data been available as correct trials for both groups, 

it is possible that the resulting RTs would have provided a more precise indication of 

recognition RTs across group and attention conditions.  

The results of Exp. 3 provide provisional support for the prediction that use of a 

mnemonic structure does help "protect" memory performance when attention is divided.  

The recognition accuracy data reflected the same pattern under divided attention found in 

the Exp. 2 free recall data.  The mnemonic group showed minimal reduction in memory 

performance when attention was divided.  Control group performance was significantly 

more impaired by divided attention.  Although the RT data do not provide clear support 
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for a reduction in attention demand, the mnemonic group was faster as well as more 

accurate than the controls, overall.   

Both groups showed significant attention effects on both primary and secondary 

tasks, though the costs of dividing attention were sometimes slight, as was the case with 

the secondary tasks in Exps. 2 and 3.  The relative robustness of memory performance 

across attention conditions would be consistent with the predictions of Craik and his 

colleagues--but it should be noted that these effects only occur after practice.  Exp. 1 did 

not support the prediction that deeper, mnemonic encoding would impair performance 

more under divided attention than anagram solution and pleasantness ratings, but there 

were pronounced memory effects when attention was divided.  Only when the mnemonic 

structure was reasonably well learned was the mnemonic group able to benefit while 

performing a concurrent task. 
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GENERAL DISCUSSION 

 Development of a mnemonic structure appears to have reduced demand for 

controlled processing across attention conditions--but only after the structure was well-

learned.  After practice encoding list words into a mnemonic structure, when 85% - 88% 

of the structure was spontaneously reproduced in serial triplet form at free recall, 

mnemonic participants were more accurate than controls across attention conditions at 

free recall.  Unexpectedly, they were also more accurate, as well as faster, at recognition, 

although the group RT difference was not always significant.  Only with the 

environmental support of recognition under full attention did the groups match each other 

in memory performance.  The groups did not differ on secondary task performance in the 

three experiments, except for RTs in Exp. 1. 

Many control group participants reported spontaneous mnemonic use in the two 

trial experiments, Exp. 2 and 3, but their recall pattern did not reproduce the serial triplet 

order of learning.  Controls averaged less than one serial triplet in their free recall data 

across attention conditions in all three experiments.  While spontaneous mnemonic use 

likely contributed to their impressive Trial 2 free recall performance under full attention 

in Exps. 2 and 3, Exp. 2 revealed that it did not help sustain their free recall under 

divided attention.  Even their recognition accuracy was impaired by divided attention in 

Exp. 3. 

 When the mnemonic structure was not well-learned, as was the case in Exp. 1, the 

mnemonic group only recalled 52% of the serial triplet structure under full attention and 

33% when attention was divided, a 19 percentage point drop.  Free recall was 

proportionally lower, as well.  By comparison, Trial 2 serial triplet recall in Exp. 2 was 

88% under full attention and 83% under divided attention, a 5 percentage point drop.  It 

appears that only when the structure was well-learned could it help sustain free recall 

across attention conditions by reducing attention demand.   
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The mnemonic structure served to reinstate the context of learning at retrieval.  

The serial triplet structure made retrieval cues readily accessible, thereby reducing the 

need for controlled search, and lowering attention demand at retrieval. The mnemonic 

structure was so well established in long-term memory that even the mnemonic 

participants' cumulative written recall at the end of Exps. 1 and 2 reflected serial triplet 

organization.  

Evaluating the Results From Two Theoretical Perspectives 

There are opposing predictions for how memory will be influenced by the 

attention demands of retrieval.  Some research suggests that information can be 

accurately retrieved even when controlled attentional resources are reduced by a 

secondary task (Baddeley, et al., 1984; Craik, 2001; Craik, et al., 1996; Naveh-Benjamin, 

Craik, Gavrilescu, et al., 2000; Naveh-Benjamin, et al., 1998; Naveh-Benjamin, Craik, 

Perretta, et al., 2000).  Several studies are of particular relevance when considering the 

effects of mnemonic elaboration on attention use at retrieval, because they show that in 

some cases elaboratively encoded material can still be effectively retrieved under divided 

attention (Craik, 2001; Hatano, et al., 1977; Naveh-Benjamin, Craik, Perretta, et al., 

2000; Robbins et al., 1996).  Other evidence suggests that elaboratively encoded items 

are much harder to retrieve because they place higher demand on controlled attention 

(Hicks & Marsh, 2000; Jacoby, 1991).   

Neither of these perspectives on the retrieval demands of attention explicitly 

addresses the effects of learning a mnemonic structure, but they present discrepant 

findings for the effects of elaborative encoding.  The studies which investigated the 

attention demands of different levels of elaboration did not involve retrieval practice. 

with the exception of Hatano, et al. (1977) and Robbins, et al. (1996).  Thus, they are 

methodologically more comparable to Exp. 1, so it is worthwhile to consider Exp. 1 

results from the two perspectives represented by these studies.  Only Hatano, et al. (1977) 

and Robbins, et al. (1996), which are expertise studies, examined the effects of practice 

and skill development on attention use at retrieval.  For this reason, they are particularly 

relevant to the results of Exps. 2 and 3, which investigated the effects of retrieval practice 

in developing a mnemonic structure.   
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Exp. 1 free recall was sharply reduced by dividing attention with a concurrent 

task.  The mnemonic group dropped 21 percentage points and the controls 13 points. 

Their secondary task performance also reflected clear, if less pronounced, effects.  

Accuracy on the random letter task also dropped slightly for the two groups.  Mnemonic 

group RTs were significantly faster than the controls.   

Deeper encoding of the mnemonic did not produce recall performance that was 

equivalent to or below that of the controls under divided attention, as might be expected 

if the attention demands of retrieval increased with the level of encoding elaboration.  

The mnemonic group still recalled twice as much as controls when attention was divided.  

But memory performance was obviously impaired by the continuous random letter task.  

Hence, results of the attentional manipulation in Exp. 1 were not entirely consistent with 

the findings of Hicks and Marsh (2000) and Jacoby (1991), nor with that of Baddeley, 

Craik, Naveh-Benjamin, and their colleagues (Baddeley, et al., 1984; Craik, 2001; Craik, 

et al., 1996; Naveh-Benjamin, Craik, Gavrilescu, et al., 2000; Naveh-Benjamin, et al., 

1998; Naveh-Benjamin, Craik, Perretta, et al., 2000; Troyer & Craik, 2000; Troyer, et al., 

1999).  If mnemonic group retrieval was not "protected" during concurrent processing, 

neither did the greater level of elaboration reduce performance to the control group level. 

There were significant effects for divided attention evident on both primary and 

secondary tasks.  This result is not surprising, given that the free recall and random letter 

tasks both demanded controlled resources.  Finding the significant memory effect during 

recognition was unexpected, given the environmental support provided by retrieval cues 

and the small list size.  In this way, Exp. 1 was consistent with the findings predicted by 

researchers from both perspectives:  retrieval will be impaired when concurrent tasks 

make heavy demands on controlled attention (Craik, 2001; Hicks & Marsh, 2000; 

Fernandes & Moscovitch, 2000, 2002; Jacoby, 1991; Moscovitch, 1994; Naveh-

Benjamin, Craik, Gavrilescu, et al., 2000; Naveh-Benjamin & Guez, 2000; Troyer & 

Craik, 2000).  

The Effects of Rehearsal Practice On Development of a Mnemonic Structure 

 Two trials of retrieval practice on each list improved the full attention free recall 

performance of both groups.  Acquisition of a mnemonic structure, as reflected by the 

structural recall variables, particularly serial triplet recall, appears to have "protected" 
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mnemonic group memory performance across attention conditions.  This was also the 

case in Exp. 3 recognition.  The attention results for Exps. 2 and 3 revealed significant 

group differences in memory performance when attention was divided.  Mnemonic group 

performance changed from Exp. 1; control group performance remained quite consistent 

with it.  Two trial rehearsal practice of the mnemonic structure split the groups apart 

when attention was divided.  In Exp. 2, the mnemonic group's recall performance 

dropped 4.5 percentage points, compared to 16.8 points for the controls.  In Exp. 3, the 

mnemonic group's word recognition dropped 3.0 percentage points, and the control 

group's 12.4 points.   Both groups showed a slight, if significant, drop in accuracy and 

increase in RT on the secondary task on Exp. 2.  There were no group effects on the 

secondary task on either Exps. 2 or 3, and thus no evidence that one group traded off 

performance on one task to preserve performance on the other task. 

 When participants learn the mnemonic structure very well, their high levels of 

recall and recognition result in ceiling effects, even under divided attention.  It should be 

noted that in the case of Exp. 2 free recall and Exp. 3 correct rejections, the mnemonic 

group’s percentage point drop under divided was significant, if modest.  In Exp. 2, the 

measures that included the least serial structure, the free word and free triplet scores, both 

dropped significantly when attention was divided, while the two measures of serial order, 

serial triplet recall and the serial within-triplet order, were not significantly impaired by 

dividing attention.  These results suggest that there was not only sufficient sensitivity to 

detect attention effects, but that, consistent with prediction, measures which reflected the 

serial order of learning would remain stable under divided attention.  Similar high levels 

of recall accuracy are also typical of repeated item exposures using the same mnemonic 

structure Bower, 1970; Bower et al., 1969; Young & Bellezza, 1982).   

Furthermore, retrieval from a mnemonic structure is likely more similar to 

retrieval from a semantic structure than the type of episodic retrieval traditionally 

associated with learning word pairs and lists.  Robbins et al.’s chess players were 

retrieving from their semantic knowledge of chess.  To the extent that the mnemonic 

structure encoded by participants in this study resembled a rudimentary form of the 

retrieval structures that develop with skill, high accuracy and minimal drop under divided 

attention might be expected. 
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 Organization is one aspect of the mnemonic structure that may be critical in 

reducing attention demand.  The concurrent task did not impair participants' ability to 

recite the pegword mnemonic as a self-cueing mechanism during free recall of the 

structure illustrated in Figure 1.  The associative links that were lost included the 

meaningful semantic associations between the pegword and the triplets, as well as the 

words within each triplet.  Somewhat higher free triplet recall than serial triplet recall 

revealed the loss of pegword to triplet associations.  Slightly more words were freely 

recalled than reported in triplet form, so some links were lost within triplets.  Material 

that was encoded in serial triplet form was still accessible when attention was divided, 

implying that it required fewer attentional resources.  The total number of serial triplets 

recalled and the number of them recalled with correct serial word order were not 

significantly impaired by the attention manipulation in Exp. 2.  Free word and free triplet 

recall showed a significant, if modest, disruption of 4.4 percentage points and 7.6 

percentage points, respectively. 

 Elaborative encoding can increase rather than reduce the attentional demands of 

retrieval when insufficiently practiced and organized into a mnemonic structure.  

Unpracticed, "ad hoc" use of mnemonics by controls in Exps. 2 and 3, in addition to their 

rich item-based encodings, and partial learning of the mnemonic structure by mnemonic 

participants in Exp. 1, appear to have made heavy demands on controlled attention at 

retrieval.  The mnemonic group's recall was deeply impaired by divided attention in Exp. 

1.  Their secondary task performance was slower, and slightly, though not significantly, 

less accurate than that of the control group.  The mnemonics used by both groups 

included meaningful associations, but the control's recall appeared to lack systematic 

organization and the mnemonic group had learned just half of the mnemonic structure. 

Control participants in Exps. 2 and 3 reported making semantic associations among list 

items with sentences or imagery.  The steep drop in their free recall performance under 

divided attention on Exp. 2 and the unexpected drop in recognition accuracy on Exp. 3 

suggest that these informal strategies may have hurt them under divided attention, even 

though they supported high full attention performance.   

The groups may have experienced retrieval difficulties for similar reasons.  It is 

possible that attempting to retrieve words from an incompletely learned mnemonic 
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structure or using informal, unsystematic mnemonic strategies, resulted in repeated 

attentional searches.  This kind of retrieval would have made heavy demands on 

controlled attention. 

These Exps. 2 and 3 results supporting the effectiveness of practice on 

development of a mnemonic structure are consistent with the predictions of skilled 

memory theory (Chase & Ericsson, 1982) and retrieval practice (Dempster, 1996; 

Landauer & Bjork, 1978; cited in Roediger & Guynn, 1996; McDaniel & Masson, 1985; 

Wheeler & Roediger, 1992).  One of the research questions investigated in these studies 

was whether some of the advantages associated with expertise, in this case the rapid 

encoding and retrieval from a meaningful, organized long-term memory structure, would 

generalize to normal adult learning.  The hypothesis that using a mnemonic structure 

would reduce attention demand at retrieval was partially based on this prediction from 

skilled memory theory, as well as the findings of Robbins, et al. (1996) and Hatano, at al. 

(1977) for expert concurrent task performance.  The long-term memory structures 

underlying expert performance are developed through practice (Chase & Ericcson, 1982; 

Ericsson & Kintsch, 1995).  Bower, et al. (1969) also reported that participants would 

spontaneously recall list words in the semantic, hierarchical order of learning after 

multiple exposures to semantically organized lists.  In effect, they encoded this order and 

used it as a mnemonic retrieval structure. 

Retrieval practice by repeated exposures and retrievals of the same items 

improves later recall (Dempster, 1996; Landauer & Bjork, 1978; cited in Roediger & 

Guynn, 1996; McDaniel & Masson, 1985; Wheeler & Roediger, 1992).  The higher 

levels of free recall and list structure found on Trial 2 of Exps. 2 and 3 compared with 

Trial 1 performance on all three studies was consistent with this view.   

Alternative Interpretations 

 There are alternative interpretations of the data presented here.  For example, it is 

possible that any reduction in attentional demand supporting effective retrieval by the 

mnemonic group may result from them having automated retrieval of the entire 

mnemonic structure through practice.  As noted by Jacoby (1991) and Craik (2001), 

largely automatic processes such as familiarity make little demand on controlled 

processing.  There are several arguments against this possibility.  First, while Logan and 
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Klapp (1991) found that a limited number of alphanumeric facts could become highly 

over-learned in a single session, it seems doubtful that thirty item lists of unrelated words 

could become so after only two trials.  If mnemonic participants retrieved the list 

automatically, then dividing attention should have made no reduction in free recall.  

Although mnemonic group performance dropped only slightly under divided attention in 

Exp. 2, dividing attention still made a significant difference in their free recall.  

Participants also exhibited the ability to selectively search the mnemonic structure, 

retrieving words or triplets out of list order after the rest of the list had been recalled.  

This would suggest that the mnemonic structure was still accessible to strategic search.   

This is not to say that some portions of the structure did not become over-learned.  

For example, participants were always able to recite the sequential, rhyming Pegword 

mnemonic across attention conditions when cueing recall.  Most participants learned the 

mnemonic in a single 2 min. learning trial and received practice on it several times during 

mnemonic training.  Presumably, the number series 1 - 10 was also highly over-learned.  

The organizational aspect of the mnemonic structure was likely over-learned, but the 

encoding aspect of the mnemonic may not have been.  If participants retrieved the images 

associating list words and pegwords, this would have been a recollective process that 

involved reinstating the context of learning.   

Baddeley (1998) offered a perspective that is potentially useful when considering 

the interaction of automatic and controlled attention during retrieval of words encoded 

into the mnemonic structure.  He said that the term automaticity has come to denote an all 

or nothing phenomenon and suggested that the question of why skills become 

decreasingly demanding of controlled attention is more fruitful than whether any 

response can become truly automatic.  Some degree of interference almost inevitably 

occurs during concurrent processing (p. 90).  The view is similar to the proposal made by  

Craik, Naveh-Benjamin, and their colleagues (Craik, et al., 1996; Naveh-Benjamin, et al., 

1998), that maintaining the retrieval mode and coordinating concurrent tasks were in 

themselves demanding of controlled attention, in addition to task-specific demands.  

Fernandes and Moscovitch (2000, 2002) and Burgess and Shallice (1996) have proposed 

that retrieval is a multi-component process that requires both automatic and controlled 
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attention.  It is reasonable to admit the influence of both automatic and controlled 

processing when interpreting the mnemonic group's Trial 2 performance in Exps. 2 and 3. 

Another possible explanation for my results is that the concurrent tasks made 

insufficient demands on controlled attention.  Hicks and Marsh (2000) attributed the 

inconsistent memory effects during retrieval under divided attention found by Craik, 

Naveh-Benjamin, and their colleagues to insufficient demand for controlled resources 

and the relatively automatic processes of familiarity.  The first and most obvious 

argument against this interpretation is that the control group was always impaired when 

attention was divided, even if the mnemonic group was not.  If the task combination was 

not sufficiently demanding to assess the attention requirements of retrieval, neither group 

should have showed memory impairment while performing the concurrent tasks.  It also 

seems unlikely that free recall from a mnemonic structure is based exclusively on 

familiarity, as noted in the discussion of automaticity.  

The random letter task was designed to be demanding.  It required constant, albeit 

low level, decision making in a short period of time.  The constraints imposed by the task 

and the 85% accuracy criterion were intended to increase the probability that the 

secondary task placed continuous demands on attention.  In two of the three experiments, 

RT as well as accuracy data were collected to check for the effects of slowing noted by 

Baddeley, et al. (1984) and Craik (2001).  Given the attention effects observed 

throughout the three studies, the secondary task appears to have been sufficiently 

demanding to allow me to assess the attention requirements of retrieval. 

Future Research 

 These studies raise an intriguing variety of questions.  They only scratch the 

surface in understanding how encoding information in a meaningful, organized structure 

affects attention demands.   It would be useful to explore the effects of semantically 

related and unrelated stimuli, as well as different types of mnemonics.  Verbal 

mnemonics, such as the sentence mnemonic, and semantically related hierarchies might 

provide insights into how related information can be systematically organized to reduce 

the attention demands of retrieval.  Verbal mnemonics may be more effective than visual 

imagery when systematically encoding and retrieving semantically related information.  
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The RT data reported here suggest that reduced attention demand results in faster 

latencies as well as higher accuracy, but more research is needed to clarify and extend 

this observation.  The nature of the reduction in attentional demand at retrieval implied 

by the accuracy data and some of the RT results is also far from clear.  Some insight into 

this question might come from delving deeper into the role played by the item and 

relational encodings that formed the interactive imagery in reducing attention demand. 

Conclusion 

 The results presented in this paper provide evidence for the hypothesis that 

practiced use of a mnemonic structure reduced demand for controlled attention at 

retrieval.  Free recall and word recognition across attention conditions were significantly 

better, and generally faster, in the mnemonic group, compared to the control group.  The 

high levels of mnemonic recall and recognition suggest that once the mnemonic structure 

was well-learned, it supported efficient retrieval by reducing attention demand.  It is 

possible that the mnemonic participants, Robbins, et al.'s (1996) chess experts, and 

Hatano, et al.'s (1977) abacus experts, were relying on long-term memory structures in 

much the same way.  The performance of the mnemonic participants and experts was 

quite similar in that they continued to show robust performance when attention was 

divided, although performance was often somewhat lower when performing a demanding 

secondary task.   

 Experts rely on semantic knowledge when executing domain skill.  Is this also the 

case when participants use mnemonic structures?  The reliance on long-term memory 

structures as well as the high levels of recall and recognition found in the mnemonic 

group argue that these structures are more semantic rather than episodic in nature, that 

high retrieval accuracy represents high knowledge level.  Even though different words 

were used on the two experimental lists, the organizational aspect of the Pegword 

mnemonic did not change, and as Bellezza (1996) noted, semantic associations were used 

to form mnemonic imagery among list items.  Only by learning information in a 

meaningful, organized way were these participants able to sustain high levels of 

performance across attention conditions.  The same could be said of Robbins et al.'s 

(1996) and Hatano et al.'s experts.  High levels of accuracy are necessary--knowledge of 
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the domain, or in the case of my mnemonic group, the mnemonic structure, is a 

prerequisite to good performance under all attention conditions.   

 If the performance of the mnemonic group in these studies reflected the 

development of a rudimentary semantic structure that reduced attentional demand at 

retrieval, then the relevance of this research lies in whether it generalizes to other forms 

of semantic learning.  Bower et al.'s (1969) hierarchies of semantically related words and 

the mnemonic structures of unrelated words discussed here were very similar.  In both 

cases, research participants encoded information in meaningful, organized structures, and 

they relied on these structures during retrieval.  I speculate that this type of learning 

mirrors our cognitive processing when engaging in systematic learning of any domain, be 

it a new language or a new computer program.  Our attention demands are reduced and 

retrieval becomes more efficient as information is learned in an organized system of 

semantic relationships.  If this is the case, it provides evidence that retrieval can be 

enhanced rather than hurt by deep, elaborative encoding.  Semantic elaboration does not 

always make retrieval more effortful and attention demanding, but less, when new 

information is learned in a meaningful, organized way. 
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Table 1 

Mean Number of Triplets Recalled By the Mnemonic Group on Exp. 1 - 3 

   Exp. 1  Exp. 2    Exp. 3 

Structural Measure Trial 1  Trial 1  Trial 2  Trial 1  Trial 2 

Free triplets   

   full attention  5.8  5.4  9.2  5.4  8.9 

   divided attention 3.9  -  8.5  -  - 

Serial triplets   

   full attention  5.2  5.0  8.8  5.3  8.5 

  divided attention 3.3  -  8.3  -  - 

Serial word order  

(within triplets) 

   full attention  3.6  3.5  6.4  3.4*  6.5* 

         4.5**  7.6** 

   divided attention 2.1  -  5.8  -  - 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

There were significant list differences on this measure in Exp. 3, so * indicates List 1 

scores, and ** indicates List 2 scores. 
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Table 2 

Number of Timed-out Trials and Misses/False Alarms By Condition 

Timed-out Trials 

Hits      Correct Rejections 

Mnemonic Group Control Group  Mnemonic Group Control Group 

Attention  

   Full  2   1   1   2 

   Divided 8   18   10   21 

 

Misses/False Alarms 

Misses      False Alarms 

Mnemonic Group Control Group  Mnemonic Group Control Group 

Attention  

   Full  6   3   1   2 

   Divided 7   13   3   13 

_____________________________________________________
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BUN 

ONE is a 

anchor sheriff sugar 

SHOE 

TWO is a 

cotton turkey cradle 

HEN 

TEN is a 

rifle window button 

1

2

3

4

Links in the mnemonic structure 

 

1  -  Peg To Peg (between triplet association) 

2  -  Number To Pegword 

3  -  Pegword To Triplet Item 

4  -  Among Triplet Items (within triplet association) 

Figure 1 - Associative Links In the Pegword Mnemonic Structure 
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Figure 2A – Experiment 1 Free Recall Across Attention Conditions 
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Figure 2B – Experiment 2 Free Recall Across Attention Conditions 
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Figure 4A – Recognition Hits – Attention x Group
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Figure 4B – Recognition Correct Rejections – Attention x Group 
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Figure 5A – RTs For Hits – Attention x Group (non-significant) 
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Figure 5B – RTs For Correct Rejections – Attention x Group 
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